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City, University plan
for weekend parties
by Janet Pavaako
reporter

Weekend campus events are resulting In the
increase of security measures from Residence
Life and from Public Safety.
"Anytime you host a major event, such as
Springfest, non-students are attracted to our campus which is a concern to residence life," said
Fayetta Paulsen, assistant vice-president for student affairs. "We are concerned about keeping
trespassers out of the buildings, especially those
buildings adjacent to the events."
Paulsen said that staff members have been
asked to be in the buildings as much as possible
this weekend.
"We are requiring that all staff be in the
buildings after 10 p.m. Saturday night," she said.
"Any other security measures are up to the
individual residence halls."
According to an April IS memorandum from
Vera Lee Byrd, Harshman assistant hall director,
to Harshman night staff members, 16 additional
temporary shifts have been created to "beef up"
security because of the anticipated problems that
may arise.

THE MEMORANDUM stated that all
Harshman quad parameter doors will be locked at
noon, and everyone will have to enter the building
from the main door.
"Anyone other than non-residents will have to
be escorted by a resident of the respective building they are entering," the memorandum stated.
"All those entering the building to eat in our
dining facilities willbe asked 'why are you here?',
and it they are here to eat, they will only be
required to sign in."
Additional night staff shifts will run from noon
to 6 p.m., and 6 p.m. to midnight, the memorandum stated. Normal shifts begin from 10 p.m. to 4
a.m. for the night guards, and from midnight to 6
a.m. for the night clerks.
Dean Gerkens, associate director, department
of public safety, said that additional security
measures depend on the anticipated crowds.
"With all the activities, we will be beefing up
security; normally we have two or three officers
on weekend duty. This weekend we will have five
extra officers on duty," Gerkens said. "I don't
look for Springfest to bring in people from Toledo,"

Products need market
Glenn: New uses for crops should be developed
WASHINGTON (AP) -In a
bid to spark increased demand
for U.S. farm products, Sen.
John Glenn, D-Ohio, said yesterday he will introduce legislation
aimed at developing new nonfood uses for crops.
Included in the five-year, $100
million federal program is
$180,000 a year to establish a
research center at Ohio State
University.
Glenn told the Senate
Agriculture, Nutrition and
Forestry Committee that there
are signs the declining export
market may not provide the
demand farmers need.
He also noted the lack of
growth in domestic per-capita
consumption of food products in
the past 10 years and the

decrease in per-capita
consumption of meat products
since 1970.
"These clouds over future
growth of traditional outlets for
U.S. farm products suggest that
a near-term recovery in
agriculture is unlikely," Glenn
said, adding that non-food uses
of farm products offer the
potential to increase demand.
THE SENATOR SAID corn is
currently being used to make
paper products, building
material, textiles and adhesives
and that between 3 billion and 5
billion pounds of fats and oils are
used in other non-food products.
"But I believe we have just
begun to scratch the surface of
what is possible," he said.
Research on non-food uses of

farm products by the
Agricultural Research Service
amounts to only $5 million out of
a total 1964 budget of $474
million, he said.
Glenn said his bill would
direct $93 million to ARS and for
matching competitive grants at
the Cooperative State Research
Service. About $6 million in
matching funds would go to
farm organizations.
Glenn also said $150,000 a year
in matching funds would be
earmarked to establish a center
at Ohio State to study the
economics of developing and
marketing new, non-food uses of
farm products.
Total federal funding for the
center over the five-year period
would be nearly $800,000.
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Flower child

Joleen Mllllron glues the final touches on the flower she was making during "arts and crafts night" at
Woodlane School sponsored by the Wood County Board of Retardation and Developmental Disabilities.
The recreation nights are led by Kelley Clark with the help of volunteers from the University. See story
and photos on page 5.

Fall USG positions still available
by Nancy Boetwick
staff reporter

University students who did not run
as candidates in the USG Spring elections still have the opportunity to be
involved in USG next tall, according to
Michael McGreevey, USG presidentelect.
Students may campaign for one of
the five Undergraduate Student Government district representative positions or for one ot five off-campus
representative positions, depending on
where they live next fall, he said.

District and off-campus representatives are responsible for being aware of
the needs of the students they represent
and to vote for issues in USG in the way
they believe the people they represent
would vote, he said. These representatives will also sit on a USG committee
and will have the opportunity to chair a
committee, be said.
The minimum amount of time it
takes to be involved in USG is about
three hours, but can take more time if
the student chooses to become more
involved, McGreevey said.
"The more they put in to it, the more

Injured students
listed as 'stable*
by Tenta TaranrJno
staff reporter

Th» two University staI injured In Wednesday
t's train collision an
in stable condition.

The students, Garry Pease,
4«7S.Stm«utSt. art Catherine Royer. 806 Tbonttn St,
were traveling westbound on
Fraaee Avenue whan thelr
car was struck by a train
beading northbound, accorrjing to a city police report
Accerdfata to tbe report, Hie
train waa traveling at 30
mflta per hour whan It collided wlft the auto. The train
struck tbe car's treat fender

-

on the driver's side, causing it
to overturn.
Pease, from Berea, the
driver of the car, and Royer,
a passenger from Eacbd,
ware both thrown from the
car.
The train whistle and warning lights were operating at
tbetm»eofthea«ddent.
Pease waa died for failure
to yield the right of way.
Awarding to city police,
this is the first car-train acesdent this year to occur in the
Praaee Avenue craatin« is rrt one of tbe creasing*
scheduled by ConraB to have
Kates erected, according to
Dave Barber, Bowimg Green
director of PuMIc Works.

they'll get out of it -both for their
constituents and personally," he said.
THESE POSITIONS will be open to
any undergraduate University student
and the elections will be held prior to
the fifth week of classes, McGreevey
said.
The elections are held in the fall
because many students do not know
until then where they will be living, he
said.
Only people who live in the specific
district can elect a district representative, and only students living off campus may vote for an off-campus

representative, he said.
''Another reason we have the elections in the fall is that it gives the
freshmen a chance to get involved,"
McGreevey said.
Members of USG will be talking to
freshmen about getting involved in
USG at the pre-registranon and freshmen orientation programs, he said.
USG members will also be talking with
resident advisers during the resident
adviser orientation program in the fall,
he said.
Students who want to run in next
fall's elections should watch for adver-

tisements in the News or come to the
first USG meeting next fall, which will
probably be held the second week of
classes, McGreevey said.
These students will then have to set a
petition for candidacy from the USG
office and campaign in their respective
districts, he said.
Students who want to get involved,
without running for an office, may sit
on committees or work as an assistant
to the committee, he said. These students do not have voting power, but can
help with various committee projects,
he said.

Couple creates BGSCI game
Knowledge of
campus history,
events tested
by April McCWUn
reporter

What was tbe original nickname for the University's athletic teams before they were
named the Falcons? Which University President served tbe
longest term? Which served the
shortest term?
If you answered tbe Normals,
Homer B Williams (tbe longestserving president), and Raymond E. Offenhauer (the shortest-serving president), you'd do
well at a trivia game being developed by Mike and Gayl Pearson to commemorate the
University's 75th anniversary
nest academic year.
Mr. Pearson Is a professor of
marketing at the University and

Mrs. Pearson works as a coordinator of litter control promotion
for the city of Bowling Green.
So far, the Pearsons have generated about 100 definite questions and 300 possible questions
for the game which will possibly
go on sale around the time of
But the Pearsons are a long
way from their goal of compiling
1,000 questions for the game
because of a lack of manpower
and the time that it takes to
research for the questions.
"Tbe problem with doing a
trivia game is there are quite a
bit of questions involved in one
game,'' Mr. Pearson said.
THE PEARSONS hope to gain
tbe help of campus organizations, faculty and staff to generate questions for the game.
"We want the groups to be
Inspired to brainstorm for questions," Mrs. Pearson said.^It's
important to get representation
(ran a variety of people and
subjects."

"If we did everything, it (the
game) wouldn't reflect the students. We want to invite students to submit questions" for
the game, she said.
Students can submit questions
without the answers, or both
questions and answers.
With the end of the school year
approaching, gathering questions through students may be
quite difficult.
"It's kind of hard to involve
students with only a few weeks
left," Mr. Pearson said. ."It
would be great to find some
class that would help do tbe
project over tbe summer."
Tbe game will consist of 1,000
questions distibuted among six
categories which are: history,
which Includes dates and
events; people and places;
sports; college and social life,
which Includes questions about
campus offices and organizations; and a miscellaneous category with "believe it or not"
type questions.

EACH QUESTION will have a
multiple choice structure.
About a year ago, tbe Pearsons asked the alumni center if
they were interested in backing
the game, but they were only
able to fund a few projects for
the anniversary celebration.
The project was presented recently to the anniversary committee, who were enthusiastic
about the idea, but at this time
lack the means to fund tbe project
THE PEARSONS said they
are not working on this project
to gain a profit, but as a service
toffieUiuversity.
"We are doing this aa a service protect. We want to offer our
expertise and as coordinators
provide activities for tbe anniversary," she said.
Anyone interested In submtt' is for the game or
their time should
contact the Pearsons at 14 Dar-
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obnoxious Turner
-Editorial The
Too bad he won't accomplish CBS takeover
Aid nix praised

Hats off to the House.
Following two days of debate, the House of
Representatives dashea President Reagan's hopes
of sending $14 million to the contras - anti-Sandinista government rebels - in Nicaragua.
Reagan isn't giving up. He plans to appeal to
Congress at the start of the new fiscal year next fall
asking for $28 million in military aid to send to the
contras.
Reagan, like the contras, is fighting a losing
battle.
The president, who pressed for military aid
agreed earlier this week to limit his proposed $14
million in aid for food and medicine for the contras.
We believe, however, that Reagan will have little
control over how the aid is spent once it reaches
Nicaragua.
Reagan showed a lot of nerve in asking for the $14
million in foreign aid at a time when he is receiving
pressure to trim our own budget deficit. Reagan
himself asked the American public Wednesday
night to lobby Congress to support the Republicanproposed budget cuts which include cuts in Social
Security increases and elimination of several domestic aid programs.
The $14 million would be better spent elsewhere in the United States.
Also, some skeptics of Reagan's foreign affairs
policies say the tabled $14 million aid package
could have been a step toward U.S. military involvement in Central America, resembling another
Vietnam.
"So far we've done just about everything we did
in Vietnam. We've backed and filled our way into a
corner," by putting so much emphasis on aid to the
contras, said Mark Helmke, spokesman for Sen.
Richard Lugar (R-Indiana).
Government officials should realize that we will
be backed further into the corner if Reagan gets his
way and sends $28 million to the contras next fall.

by Bill Melden
Truth, it is said, is stranger
than fiction, and the CBS executives who gave us "Dallas" are
now fighting for their corporate
lives against a man who makes
J.R. Ewing look like an inept,
sniveling wimp. The attempt by
Atlanta's Ted Turner to buy a
controlling interest in CBS is
instructive at several levels,
particularly in the insight it
gives us into the incredible arrogance of the fat-cats who run the
entertainment and news media
in this country.
Let me make myself clear at
the very outset: I regard Ted
Turner as one of the two or three
biggest jackasses in America.
To say this, of course, is to run
the risk of a libel suit by the
Jackass Anti-Defamation
League, for no four-legged jackass would be caught dead doing
some of the things Turner has

done.
No self-respecting jackass
would buy a major league baseball team, and then appoint himself manager, donning a
uniform and stomping around
the infield, cursing and screaming, until the baseball commissioner jerked him out of the
game; nor would any honorable
jackass bray about the need for
"'clean, family entertainment"
and then boast, in the pages of
Playboy, about his fondness for
fhotographing nude women. No,
ed Turner is sui generis, one 01
a kind, for which we can all be
grateful, although none will be
so grateful as the executives of
CBS.
As obnoxious as Ted Turner
may be, however, his personality (if such it can be called) is
oituy one factor to be considered
in the battle for the soul (such as
it is) of CBS. One must also take
into account the greed, intransigence, and conceit of the self-

righteous yahoos who run the
television networks. Hypocrisy
and false piety have long been
considered the exclusive province of some of the critics of
television, such as Jerry Falwell
and Jesse Helms.
In point of fact, however, the
executives of the three major
networks have proven themselves to be more sanctimonious, and infinitely more
snobbish, than any of their detractors. And Ted Turner, for all
his high-powered, high-pressure
ego-tripping, is proving himself
to be a more constructive, more
creative force in the broadcast
industry than any of the spoiled
brats in New York or Hollywood.
It was Turner, after all. who
perceived that there might be a
rather sizeable audience for
something other than the softcore porn and hard-core violence offered by the programming wizards of the major
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This doesn't cut much ice with
the moral giants who run CBS,
however. At a recent news conference, CBS chairman Thoman
Wyman solemnly pronounced
Turner "morally unfit" to own a
major network, which, as they
say down home, is rather like a
skunk criticizing a possum for
having bad breath. (Wyman's
comment, so astonishingly arrogant, will be inscribed in the
Pharisee's Hall of Fame, right
next to Geraldine Ferraro's denunciation of Ronald Reagan's
Christianity.)
Morality is hardly the issue,
but if it were, one might conceivably find a more credible authority than an American
network executive. One does not
ED to a brothel to receive lessons
i chaste behavior.
Turner's takeover bid will
probably not succeed, at least in
the immediate future, and that
is a real pity. Can anyone imagine that he would be less responsible than the executives who
ok'd "The Uncounted Enemy "
thus laying CBS open to a multimillion dollar libel suit? Can
anyone suppose that he would be
less creative or less innovative
than the purveyors of "Knots
Landing" or "Diary of a Teenage Hitchhiker"? I think not,
and I'm longing for the day
when Turner teams up with corporate raider T. Boone Pickens
to really grab the reins of CBS.

And music, too
"Under my thumb..." or "You
can't leave, it will be the last
Feminists are often told that thing you ever do..." they may
they take advertising and its identify with the woman the
images too seriously. We are song refers to. Not because this
told that the advertising has particular song applies to them
aesthetic value or that the ad- But because they are women and
vertisers don't really mean to identify with other women.
In commercials when they see
degrade women. Often you hear
that people realize that the ste- women overly concerned with
reotypes are just that and don't ring around the collar or clean
apply them to any real women. laundry, women may be ofSo when feminists attack music, fended. Not because they themthe rest of society draws the selves are concerned with those
issues. Possibly they may think
line.
the women in the ads might
represent all women to some
people and they will be identified with these stereotypes.
Then some day in the future a
or roommate will be
The 51% Minority husband
surprised that they don't care if
the whites are really white.
At the movies women see
many roles: sex symbol,
mother, girlfriend. Or once
again,we see the woman resist
the man's advances only to fall
deeply in love when he forces his
affections on her. Women are
A recent song of women's mu- not angry because this particsic has the lyrics, "Boys are ular woman has chosen to play
thugs ... They grow up to be this part in a creative endeavor.
cowboys, like Reagan or John A woman may be angry or
Wayne ..." When I played this afraid that all men will come to
music for a male friend as a believe that all women are like
joke, he didn't laugh. Not even a the women in the movies.
Now multiply these images by
chuckle.
Finally a lengthy silence how many songs you hear in an
ended when he saidhe didn't like hour, a day, a week, a lifetime.
it. He didn't like being called a By how many commercials
thug. I tried to explain that he you'll see in print, television,
wasn't being called a thug, just billboards, ana so forth. By how
"boys" are thugs. Not him in many movies you will see. Realparticular, just boys in general. ize how many of these images
But he identified with the boys will be shown to you before you
are old enough to understand
because he is a male.
This is probably why women that they are only images and
feel degraded when they see they don't represent all women.
Now try to convince yourself
their bodies used to sell everything from new cars to men's that you aren't affected by adclothing. It isn't their particular vertising.
body being used, but they identify with the women in the ads Dianna Borsi is a senior journasimply because they are women. lism public relations major from
When women hear lyrics like Chagrin Falls, Ohio

networks, and banked on his
hunch by bouncing his Atlanta
station, WTBS, off a satellite
and into American homes from
oil-slick to shining oil-slick. It
was Turner who, when the networks were giving their usual lip
service to the importance of
television news, created a 24
hour, nationwide news service,
the Cable News Network. Neither of these ventures will earn
Turner a Nobel Prize, but they
have proven to be worthwhile
enterprises which, even in the
judgment of Turner's enemies,
have filled some genuine needs.

When that happens, both the
shareholders of CBS and the
viewers of American television
will have something to cheer
about, even as the Thoman Wymans and Dan Rathers slink off
to the fever swamps where they
belong. Ted Turner is a buffoon,
but he is not a stupid buffoon,
. and sitting in his Atlanta office,
he has clicked the button on his
remote-control and brought into
very clear focus the hypocrisy
and greed of the elitist rascals of
Manhattan and points west.
Bill Melden, an instructional
assistant at the University Writing Center, is from Chattanooga,
Tenn.

Send us your contributions
by Benjamin J. Marrlson
and Teresa Perrettl
There comes a time, when we
heed a certain call, when the
world, must come together as
one...
OK, students, it's time to jump
on the music bandwagon.
You've probably all heard of
"USA for Africa"' and "Band
Aid"; well, we want to bring the
"giving" a little closer to home.
Starting today, a new album is
in the works, BG News for Africa.
No, you won't become an overnight success or see your name
up in lights or even on the cover
of the National Enquirer - we
have been there and it is not
what it is cracked up to be - but,
you might have a chance at
appearing on MTV's basement
tapes, maybe co-headlining with
the "Dog Police."
Besides, we don't want anyone
to think we made the album
because we want to inflate our
egos - you know, what everyone
was criticized for in the original
song, "We are the World."
To start, well need someone
to write the song. This could be
tough. Hey, we're creative journalists, so well write it.
"There are people dying,
oooooohh, and it's time to lend a
hand, to life, the greatest gift of
all...
Vocalists? Hmmm.
We cant get Bruce "the Boss"
Springsteen or "Magic" Michael Jackson on our album - so
well have to include our own
celebrities. Let's see ... what
about Brian McClure ... or

Frieda and Freddie Falcon ...
hey, what about the "Big 0"
(PaulOlscamp)?
As soon as we decide on our
celebrities, we'll have to decide
who will wear the sequined
glove and sunglasses.
Any volunteers to dye and
butcher their hair? How 'bout
red, purple and orange striped,
styled in a mohawk? President
Olscamp, think the Board of
Trustees would mind?
Along with the new doo, we
need someone to imitate Cyndi
Lauper's bellowing of:

says on the Statue of Liberty?:
"Give me your poor, your tired,
your huddled masses ..."
"Ooohh, send them your heart
(or wallet)."
Like any good ole' American,
we accept Mastercard, Visa and
any other major credit card as
well as cash and traveler's
checks.
If you have pennies or loose
change, please make sure they
are wrapped.

Send all contributions in care
of Teresa Perretti or Benjamin
Marrison to the The BG News
office, 106 University Hall,
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403.
This article is a satirical look
at the efforts of musicians
around the world raising money
for Africa. Teresa and Benjamin
fully endorse any project to aid
in the saving of lives in that
country, and the world.

"Well, weeim, weeeellUir
Better be a soprano'or a tenor
with tight jeans...
We don't think there will be
any problems getting enough
vocalists to sing, smile and
move around on a video. But we
have to make it good - for the
starving people in Africa.
So, will this album sell? That
is up to you. For a mere $99.50,
you will receive the album, a Tshirt and sweatshirt. That's a
heck of a deal.
We admit, the odds of this
album being a huge success are
comparable to someone being
struck by lightning on a sunny
day, but with the right promotion, we could have a Grammy
in our grasps.
But wait a minute, who would
take the Grammy home? Maybe
if we cut it up into little tiny
pieces, all 45 participants could
have a sliver...
We bet you're thinking this is a
fluke.
C'mon! Areh't you American?
Don't you believe in clothing the
naked, feeding the hungry?
Don't you remember what it
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Fad dieters forget basics

Funds short

Nutrients missing

by Don Let
•taff reporter

by Wendy Davy
reporter

About 10 percent of Bowling Green's streets
need major repairs and reconstruction, but a*
long as the street division has only half of the
money it needs each year, "we're always
playing catch-up," according to David Barber,
public works director.
Barber estimates the city needs between
1280.000 and $320,000 each year to make the
needed repairs. But Mayor Bruce Bellard estimates only $160,000 will be available.
By city ordinance, the street repair and
improvement program is allocated fivepercent
of the city income tax revenues. The city
income tax is expected to generate about $3.2
million in 1965, Bellard said.
Barber said the street department currently
budgets for "all the work we need, including
maintenance."
"TEN YEARS is a general rule of thumb," he
said. "A street like East Wooster (a high-traffic
area) may last five years, while a street in the
subdivisions may last 20."
The street department is scheduled to make
major repairs to Manville Avenue this year,
Barber said, with repairs scheduled for the
section of East Wooster Street east of Mercer
Road, and for Pearl Street west of Maple
Street. Mercer Road is cracking where the
street was widened five years ago.
If the streets are not repaired, water eventually seeps through the cracks in the pavement and destroys the base, and the entire
street must then be taken up and replaced, he
said.
Costs for reconstruction of a street are four to
five times the cost of maintaining the street, he
said.

like most things, when it comes to losing
weight, people look for an easy and fast way to do
it. Fad diets are usually ineffective in the long run,
according to Darlene Grise, a peer adviser at the
Well.
"They (fad diets) are good in that they look
promising," Grise, a senior dietetics major, said.
'"They're bad in that you lose out on the opportunity to learn how to lose weight," she said.
When most people stop dieting, they tend to gain
back the weight lost, Grise explained. "After a
two week period of time, you go back to your old
eating habits.
"Each fad diet has something missing - a
nutrient or a group of nutrients - and that's not
natural," she said. Grise explained that most
people have a hard time staying on fad diets
because their bodies need other foods.
Grise said people have both a physiological and
psychological need for food. "Most of us are
blessed with all the food we want and we tend to
have our favorite foods," she said.
GRISE SAID people should be careful when
selecting a diet.' A lot of diet books are written by
those who do not have extensive knowledge (in the
area of dieting)," she said. Before one chooses a
diet, he or she should learn about the author. "You
have to read and look at their qualifications and
affiliates."
"Any diet can be unsafe," Grise said. Even a
three square meals a day' diet is unhealthy if it
doesn't include the four basic food groups.
"If we realized how many things are related to
what we eat, we would eat much better," she said.

ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA
and
PHI ETA SIGMA MEMBERS
' (new and old) fT\
IT'S ABOUT TIME FOR ^f
A REUNION!
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SO COME TO UPTOWN TODAY FOR HAPPY
HOURS WEARING YOUR FAVORITE &
MOST UNIQUE HAT AND SUNGLASSES.
IT'S A "SHADES and LIDS"
HAPPY HOURS

Free Beer, Pop and Nachos
April 26 4-8 p.m.
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BETA 500
HAPPY HOURS
COLLEGE PARK
3:00 ■ 7:00 p.m.

On Sunday, enjoy the

Rax

RESMUR/WTS

Breakfast Buffet and
Fresh Fruit Bar

$

2.99

All You Care To Eat
Including Coffee

Enjoy scrambled eggs, sausage, bacon, home fries, just-baked
biscuits and muffins, fritters, fresh fruit in season,
and much more!
Available every Sunday from
8 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Featuring -

Dale Walton
and the Pumps
Picture I.D. required

Bowling Green

Free coffee offer good thru 4/28/85

■
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Prize musicians perform encore
by Parti Skinner
reporter

Undergraduate music majors made beautiful music
this spring in the University's
18th Annual Concerto Competition.
Bassoonist Roger Kantner
and pianist Lisa Snuggs tied
for first place in this year's
competition and will repeat
their winning performances
in separate concerts at Kobacker Hall.
Wednesday evening,
Kantner performed the "Concerto for Bassoon and Band
(Strings)" with the Symphonic Band.
Snuggs. a junior from Canton, won for her playing of the
"Concerto Number Three by
Prokosfiev" and will perform
the piece with the Philharmonic Orchestra on Sunday.
"I always wanted to play
with an orchestra so it should
be exciting," Snuggs said.
Kantner, a senior music
performance major from
Elmhurst, HI., said he has no
definite plans after graduation but Is looking into graduate schools. He said that if
he goes into teaching, he
wants to work with experienced players on the college
level.
KANTNER ADDED that he
would like to someday play

professionally.
"I want to play," Kantner
said. "I may not be one of the
wealthiest people in the
United States, but I'll be one
of the happiest."

North Baltimore's taxes
will increase if passed

Snuggs said she plans on
getting her master's degree
and hopes to teach privately
in a college.

by Don Lee
staff reporter

Kantner said the music teachers first attracted him to
Bowling Green. He met Mark
Kelly, director of bands, at an
Illinois summer camp and
then decided to attend the
University.
"He (Kelly) was my main
reason for coming," Kantner
said.

There's only one issue on the
ballot in the Wood County special elections May 7, but the
North Baltimore school district
is counting on it.
The two school buildings in
North Baltimore, located about
15 miles south of Bowling Green
on the southern border of Wood
County, need about $2 million
worth of repairs and renovations, according to William
Smith, North Baltimore superintendent of schools.
Residents of North Baltimore's five voting precincts will
be asked to vote on the $1,999million bond issue which would
result in a 4.65-mill property tax
levy which would remain in effect for a maximum of 23 years
or until the bonds are paid off.
Property owners would pay an
additional $0,465 for every $100
of the assessed value of their
property. North Baltimore residents already pay a 10-mill property tax.

He has played in the Symphonic Band three years, the
Fall Woodwind Ensemble
four years, and the Chamber
Orchestra.
There were 50 entries in the
competition in the areas of
woodwind, piano, strings,
brass and voice but all were
judged together.
The entries were first
judged by the University's
music professors and finalists
were chosen in each area.
The final winners were then
selected by music faculty
from other universities.

School levy
special ballot

Roger Kantner

THE DISTRICTS main building, built in 1927, needs "heavy

duty renovation" to the plumbing and replacement of a roof on
the building's 1965 addition,
Smith said. Water damage from
the old roof has to be repaired in
the addition and in the old section of the building. The district
also plans to add a kitchen,
cafeteria and locker room to the
main building.
He estimated renovations to
the main building would cost
$700,00O|800,000.
The other half of the money
would go toward renovations of
the district's Powell Elementary School, including roof repairs, removal of asbestos
insulation, and additions of a
classroom, extra restroom, storage and media center, Smith
said. The Powell building was
built in 1958.
Enrollment in the North Baltimore district has grown by five
percent each year for the last
three years, with almost all of
the new enrollment in the lower
grades, Smith said. This means
the new students are likely to
stay in the schools for a number
of years, he added.
"The buildings have been at
maximum (capacity) for the
last year," he said.

SBX

PROOF
OF
UTAH

530 E. WOOSTER
353-7732

•Spring Clearance Sale*
Fri. & Sat. April 26 & 27

present

"The Cat and the Canary"
The 1927 silent classic with live
background music.

20% off All Merchandise in the store
• Soft Goods (shirts, t-shirts, sweatpants, rugby shirts,
running shorts, socks, BGSU hats,
hooded sweatshirts)
• All textbooks & tradebooks - best sellers included
• Backpacks, shoulderbags
• Calculators, walkman-radios
• Fine selection of Cross Pens
• Art & school supplies

20 %off
i.

Friday, April 26
8:00-10:00
Gish Theatre
Free
yMnArVVMAAAAtVMAAMWWIflM/WlrWMAMrWVVVVNAm

BG GREEKS
Good Luck
Saturday at
BETA and

Thanks lor your patronage
this past yoar.

BOOKTHliFT
FOR BOOKlDVERS

MAIN ST.

Come )oin us at our extraordinary

117 N. Main

50% OFF (at least)
giant paperback book sale
This Is a sale Booklovers can't afford to miss
Thousands to chose from.

Upstairs at SBX

BX
LADIES APPAREL & JEWELRY

<?»

STORE HOURS
M-F9-5:30
Sat 9-5:00

Spring Buy Back Starts April 29th
VISA

•ALL SALES FINAL*

•113 Railroad Street
(next to Dorsey's Drugs)

352-8130

Hours
Mon.-Fri. 10-8
Sat. 10-6
Sun 12-6

(MasterCard)

MASTERCARD
Expires: May 3. 1985

Students help handicapped
retarded people, especially
adults.
"Now I Just see them as individuals. Most of us get right in
and talk to and relate to the
students on a personal basis,"she said. "It can be so exciting when someone who is
usually non-verbal talks to you."
The rec program is designed
to push clients to the limit of
their abilities. If a client appears to be left out, students do
all they can to encourage him to
participate in the activity.
"We never assume that a client can't do something. If they
can't toss a beach ball, we encourage students to think of another way to do the activity with
them," Clark said. "Most people
are allowed to try and fail, but
the mentally retarded are
usually not allowed to fail."

by Zora Johnson
staff reporter

Each Wednesday night, a
group of University students go
out tor a night of recreation.
They do not attend aerobics at
the Rec Center or head to the
bars for a drink with friends.
These students go to Woodlane
School for an activity night with
mentally handicapped clients.
The program is sponsored by
the Wood County Board of Retardation and Developmental
Disabilities. Kelley Clark, University graduate and recreation
specialist, plans the Wednesday
night activities and student volunteers help with the weekly rec
night.
Each rec night has a different
theme. There are sports, arts
and crafts, and movie nights.
This year, there also was a
square dance.
Students work with clients on
an individual basis. One of the
challenges of the program is
adapting activities to the level of
disability of each client. At a
sports night, some clients have
the coordination to participate
in a one-on-one game of basketball while those having limited
motor skills play eaten with a
beach ball.
AND FOR THOSE in wheelchairs, square dancing is no
easy task.
But the students and clients
leam to accept each others' limitations. Students realize that
clients should be treated like
any other adults and the clients
sometimes have to put up with
some excess 'babying,' Clark
said.
Each student reacts differently to the clients. Before a
student begins the program,
Clark gives them an in-service
workshop. "Because the community is not exposed to these
people, often they are a little shy
of them," Clark said. "Students
who have worked with the mentally retarded aren't shocked by
the clients, but sometimes it is
hard to remember that they are
adults and should be treated like
adults."
Most of the students relate
well to the clients, Julie Kocik.
senior elementary and special
education major, said. She said
at first she was apprehensive
about working with mentally

i
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MANY OF THE clients who
participate in Wednesday night
rec are employed by Woodlane
Industries, doing lobs contracted out by local industries.
The rec night gives them the
opportunity to have fun by releasing their emotions and interacting with each other in
something other than a work
environment.
"It is important for the older
clients to have some leisure
time. The rec program is not all
geared to learning; it gives
them the chance to interact with
their 'peers' - the students,"
Clark said.
And judging from the smiles
on the faces of all the Wednesday night participants, the interaction is an enjoyable one.

BG News/Suun Crow
Kelley Clark (left), recreation specialist, works with Mary Ann Schwab on a burlap flower.

BG News/Susan Cross

Volunteer Ann Hayer helps with making flowers out of tissue paper on "crafts night" at Woodlane School on Gypsy Lane Road in Bowling Green.
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WINTHROP TERRACE)
APARTMENTS
Two Bedroom/Two Bathroom
Apartments starting as low as
$10750 per month or $459/
semester (4 person)
Why pay more when the
best is for less?

April 27, 3 p.m.-2 am
Intramural Field West of the
Stadium on Mercer Rd.

m
:

Live Bands Including
*
*
*
*
*

• Free cable
• We pay heat, water,
trash removal
• Air conditioning
• Swimming pools
• Garbage disposals
• Wall to wall carpet
• On site management
• Full time maintenance
• Laundry facilites

Ex Calibre
Wet Shavers
Mustek
Crucial D.B.C.
Rox Band

Gets You in the Party (with Picture ID)
Food and Drink available with free
parking in lot 6 and by
the stadium.
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* SPECIAL SUMMER RATES •
CHECK US OUT!
YOU CAN'T BEAT US

LOCATIONS AT: Summit St.. Palmar Avt. A Napoleon Rd.
OFFICE AT: 400 Napolaon

9-5 Weekdays, Evenings by Appointment, Saturdays 10-3
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Sponsored by USG in cooperation with the University & the City of Bowling Green J
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Elsewhere
Research award presented
by Phillip B. WUson
staff reporter

lit March on fruit flies has
brought recognition to Mark
Gromko.
The Bowling Green chapter of
Sigma Xi presented Gromko, an
associate professor of biology,
with The Outstanding Young
Scientist Award for Distinguished Research at their annual University Scientific
Research Awards ceremony
Wednesday night at Kaufman's

restaurant.
Gromko received the award
for his extensive work on the
evolution of remating systems in
drosophilia (fruit flies). The biology instructor won the award
over assistant geology professor
Charles Onash and psychology
professor Douglas Oilman. AU
three men were nominated by
their repsective departments.
"All three were excellent candidates and it was a very difficult decision for the committee
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to make," said Vakula Srinivasan, Sigma Xi president.
According to his nomination
application from the bioSsgy department, Gromko has developed a national reputation for
his work.

student; Dr. Peter Gottscahalk,
a University scientist and chemist; Donna Meisner, Doctor of
Philosophy candidate in biology; and Dr. Thomas Hern,
University math professor.

AS PART OF the awards banquet, five new members were
inducted into Sigma Xi. They
included: Dr. Said Shehata, a
Bowling Green surgeon; Robert
Hoke, a University alummus
and former biology graduate

According to Christopher Dalton, Sigma Xi election committee director, to be eligible for
membership, an individual must
show noteworthy achievement
in an original investigation in
the field of pure or applied science.

Cultural season
ends with ballet
The University's cultural
events season will close tonight with the appearance of
T& Ohio Ballet.
The s p.m. performance
will be in Kobacker Hall of
the Moore Musical Arts Center, and all University students may attend free with a
valid ID. Ticket should be
picked up before the concert.
The Ballet's appearance is
sponsored by the University
Cultural Events Committee.
It fa performing an afternoon
concert for local school children and teachers under the
Arts Unlimited program of
the Continuing Education Department The Ohio Arts
Council provided partial
funding through the latter

BG women's writings honored

Four awarded

women's studies
scholarships
by Men Ttemey
reporter
Four University women will
be honored tonight for their contributions to Women's Studies in
a "Celebration of Women's Studies Scholarship."
The women and the works
they are being recognized for

are: Rochella Thorpe - "Pornography as a Woman-Hating
Device: One Woman's Personal
Perceptions"; Gwendolyn Castleman - "Occupation: Housewife"; Ann Larabee - "Helen
Cixous' Portrait of Dora"; and
Laurie Buchanan - "Validating
the Feminine: Psychology of
Mothers & Daughters in Wives &
Daughters."
They will receive a prize of
$50.
Thorpe and Castleman are
undergraduate students at the

University; Larabee and Buchanan are graduate students.
TOE SCHOLARSHIPS reflect
an effort to promote research
and writing scholarship in women's studies here at the University, Susan Arped. director of
the Women's Studies Program
said.
Papers can be written on any
topic - but at this point, creative
writing is not recognized; only
researched papers are accepted, Arped said. All women
who submit papers must be
from the University, she added.

University Village

Corner of
Mercer & dough NOW LEASING OFFICE HOURS
Mon.-Fri. 9:00-5:00
•Close to campu banks and fast food
Sat. 10:00-12:00
•Dependable maintenance
•ALL heat, water and trash pick-up paid
352-0164
Tenant pays electric only
•Summer rates available
RENTAL OFFICE LOCATED IN AMHERST VILLAGE
BEHIND WENDY'S

ir»B r»B r»B r»B r»B r»B r»B r»B r»B r»B r*B r»B r»B r»B r»B r»B r*B

Gamma Phi Beta Parent's Day
Award Banquet
Outstanding Senior
Outstanding Junior
Outstanding Sophomore
Outstanding Executive
Outstanding Junior Executive
Linda Redwine Award

Laura Gray
Kelly Price

This will be the University's
third or fourth celebration of
scholarship in Women's Studies,
and the celebration is sponsored
by the alumnae, Arped said.
"(This celebration) shows
that women's scholarship has
increased greatly." Dianna
Borsi, senior journalism/ public
relations major, said.
Until 15 years ago. there was
very little scholarship in the
field of Women's Studies at the
University and elsewhere,
Arped said.
''(Now there is) a lot more to
do in a field where new discoveries can be made in retracing
our history," Borsi said.
The 16 submitted essays were
judged by a faculty selection
committee, and were read anonymously, Arped said.

Logo needs models
The University is in search of 300 typical BGSU students to form
the 75th Anniversary logo on the grass in front of University Hall.
The photo will be used on the cover of the 1965-1966 undergraduate
catalog, according to Judith Moody, University art director for the
office of Public Relations.
There are plans to use the picture in other University publications
and a copy will be placed in the University archives, Moody said.
Students wishing to participate in the picture should show up in
front of University Hall on May 1 at 11 a.m.. Moody said.
Students are prohibited from wearing shorts. Logos on shirts must
refer to the University, but Moody asks that students not wear shirts
with large greek letters.
Students not following this dress code will not be allowed to appear
in the photo, Moody said.
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BROTHERS, he

352-8408
•J* 8. MAIN
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1 r DatelineI Friday, April 26
•m BG. WE KNOW YOU CANT I
RESIST OUR FOLDOVER"
University Theater ProducI tion
- The Treehouse Troupe
$loff
I
will present "Tales From the
any Foldover
Brothers Grimm" and "ArI kansaw
Bear" at 7:30 p.m.
is $1.50. Joe E.
I Admission
Carryout or Delivery
Theater, University
I Brown
HalL

■ATTENTION FACULTYAND STAFF
If you are interested in facilitating a fall semester orientation
class, please contact the Student
Activities and Orientation Office at
372-2843.'

Amy Kizer
Donna Szabrak
Carrie Weir

ROCK N' ROLL
A Seminar by John Muncy

JOHN NEWLOVE

Ice Horizons - More than 200
local ice skaters, along with
Olympic gold-medal winner
Scott Hamilton, will perform
at 7:30 p.m.in the Ice Arena.
AU seats $8. Tickets available
at the Ice Arena ticket office
from 4-8 p.m. weekdays and
10 a.m.-1 p.m. Saturdays.
Sponsored By the Bowling
Green Skating Club.
UAO Campos Film - "Star
Trek ID: The Search for
Spock" wiU be shown at 8
p.m., 10 p.m. and midnight.
$1.50 with BGSU I.D. Main
Auditorium, University Hall.

Saturday, April 27
Ice Horizons - See above listing.

Monday, April 29

Kim Bode

Congratulations, Your Gamma Phi Sisters
r»B r»B r»B r»B r$B r$B r$B r»B r»B r»B r»B r»B r»B r»B r»B r»B r»B

function.
The Ballet program includes: ''Concerto Barocco,"
choreographed by George
BalancWne; "Patterns of
Change," choreographed by
Laura Dean; and "Light
Braece" and "Song Without
Worda," choreographed by
Ballet artistic director and
founder Heinz Poll.
Poll founded the company
in 1968, and It gained professional status In 1*74. It has
since become one of the beat
known companies in America, and has performed in 149
cities. The Boston Globe
wrote: "Ohio Ballet is making heads turn," and the San
Francisco Chronicle called It,
"The Beautiful Ohio Ballet."

April 28,29,30 at 7:30 pm
held at
Bowling Green Covenant Church
1165 Haskins Rd. Bowling Green
(corner of Hoskins & Wren Roods)
Rides available each night behind Prout Chapel.
No Admission Charge' (An offering will be taken)
For more information, call: 352-8483

Asian Studies Lecture - Dr.
John Dower, professor of history at the University of Wisconsin at Madison, will
present "Hellfire: Japanese
Artists and the Atomic Bomb
Experience" from 3:30-5 p.m.
Free and open to all. Sponsored by the Department of
History and the Asian Studies
Program. Alumni Room,
Union.

American Heart
Association

Apartments Available for Summer & Fall

V

WETS FIGHTING FORKXJR UFE

521 E. Merry (near the Towers)
L
2 BR - Furnished
0
715 Third St.
w
1 BR - Furnished (Summer only)
I)
840 Sixth St. at S. College (Rockledge)
M
2 BR - Furnished
M
R
850 Sixth St. at S. College (Rockledge)
c
2 BR ■ Furnished
R
T
831 Seventh St.
E
2 BR - Furnished
S
Forest Apts. - S. College and Napoleon Rd.
2 BR - Furnished or Unfurnished
449 S. Enterprise
1 BR - Stove and Refrig. furnished
455 S. Enterprise
1 BR - Stove and Refrig. furnished

s

John Newlove Real Estate
For More Details, Call
354-2260 or 352-3841 (12-4pm)
or 352-6553

Ffaitwn-Claj

BIRTHDAY
SALE
Save 20% to 30%

off our new spring and summer
stock of both men's and ladies'
quality Traditional Clothing and
Sportswear
- Huge savings throughout entire
store all weekend 101 N. Main - "on the 4 corners."
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PICK UP A PARTY
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Israelis begin withdrawing from valley
GHAZE. Lebanon (AP) - Columns of
Israeli soldiers on Wednesday pulled
out of positions in Lebanon's Bekaa
Valley where they have confronted
Syrian troops for nearly three years.
After the Israeli armored columns
relied south, Lebanese villagers surged
into the streets - some firing rifles into
the air in jubilation and others chanting, "They're gone, they're gone."
Lebanese troops moved into some
areas the Israelis vacated as part of a
withdrawal from Lebanese soil that is
due to be completed by June 1. Wednes-

day's pullout removed Israeli soldiers
from about 300 square miles of the
country they have occupied since the
invasion of June 6,1962.
Women showered Lebanese troops
with rice, rosewater and flowers when
they arrived in armored cars in this
eastern Lebanon town, 30 miles southwest of Beirut.
Moslem militiamen fired their weapons into the air. "I'm so happy," yelled
Khalil Rajab, an elderly man shooting
bursts from an AK-47 rifle.
Singing Lebanese poured into the

streets to welcome their army. "The
enemy is finally gone. But the war is
not over," said one woman.
The Lebanese army command in
Beirut reported its 1,000-man, Syriantrained 1st Brigade moved south
through the Bekaa in a four-pronged
advance behind the departing Israelis.
The command reported the Israeli
pullout began at 7 a.m.
Syrian forces, who have controlled
the northern Bekaa region since 1976,
give no indication they would advance
to the abandoned Israeli positions.

"The Syrians will certainly try to
increase their pressure on Lebanon
after our withdrawal," said Chief of
Staff Lt. Gen. Moshe Levy, speaking in
Marjayoun. "But Israel will remain
vigilant to prevent them from breaking
the status quo. We have adequate answers to any of their moves."
Gen. Ori Orr, head of Israel's northern command, said: "Israel has drawn
precise red lines for the Syrians but we
will watch closely the situation on the
ground."
The Israeli withdrawal raised fears

of new fighting between Lebanon's
Moslems and Maronite Christians.
Israeli warplanes dropped Arabiclanguage leaflets warning people not to
aid Shiite Moslem guerrillas who have
been attacking the Israelis for months.
Defense Minister Yitzhak Rabin of
Israel, speaking to reporters in the
south Lebanese town of Marjayoun,
said that if guerrillas attack Israel,
"We won't hesitate to strike sea, land
and air, even in west Beirut."

Arts, journalism Pulitzer Prize winners announced
NEW YORK (AP) - Winners
iii each category of the 1965
Pulitzer Prizes were: Arts —
Biography - "The Life and
Times of Cotton Mather," by
Kenneth Silverman.
Drama - "Sunday in the Park
With George," by Stephen Sondheim and James Lapuie.
fiction - "Foreign Affairs,"
by Alison Lurie.
General non-fiction - "The

Good War: An Oral History of
World War II," by Studs Terkel.
History - "Prophets of Regulation," by Thomas K. McCraw.
Music - "Symphony, River
Run," by Stephen Albert; special citation to William Schuman
for "more than half a century of
contribution to American music
as composer and educational
leader."
Journalism —

Public service - Fort Worth
Star-TeiegramfTexas) for work
of Mark J. Thompson.
General news reporting Thomas Turcol, VirgmianPilot
and Ledger-Star, Norfolk, Va.
Investigative reporting - William K. Marimow, Philadelphia
Inquirer, and Lucy Morgan and
Jack Reed, St. Petersburg

Friedman, Dennis Bell and
Ozier Muhammad, Newsday of
New York.
Feature writing - Alice Steinbach, Baltimore Sun.
Commentary - Murray Kempton. Newsday.
Criticism - Howard Rosenberg, Los Angeles Times.
Editorial writing - Richard

Order your 1985 Yearbook
and you automatically qualify
to win:
Grand Prize: 15

COKXTV

1" Prize: $125 Gift Certificate

'Star Wars' slows talks

Ohio fined $3.9 million

WASHINGTON (AP) - U.S. arms control director Kenneth Adelman, challenging Soviet leader
Mikhail Gorbachev, said yesterday the United
States had discussed "Star Wars extensively
with Soviet negotiators at the recently recessed
nuclear weapons talks in Geneva.
Adelman, in an Associated Press interview,
accused the Soviets of blocking progress in the
first round of negotiations, which ended Tuesday
in the Swiss city. "It was a very tough round," he
said.
Gorbachev said Tuesday in Moscow that the
US. negotiators had violated the accord that set
up the talks by not linking discussion of spacebased weapons with medium-range and strategic
nuclear missiles.
The Soviet leader also said the United States
had shown in the first round that it was not
interested in an agreement.
Adelman disagreed. "The U.S. came in with
greater flexibility and dogged determination to
move the arms control process along," he said.
"Tlie Soviets came info the first round with
greater rigidity and dogged determination to have
SDI (the Strategic Defense Initiative) block progress."
He said the research program was "fully permitted" by the 1972 O.S.-Soviet Anti-Ballistic
Missile treaty and that compliance with a ban on
research could not be verified.

WASHINGTON (AP) - Saying she had "held the
states' feet to the fire," Health and Human Services Secretary Margaret Heckler yesterday levied
$81,7 million in penalties on Ohio, 24 other states
and Puerto Rico for failing to lower their error
rates in child welfare and Medicaid payments.
Ohio's penalty is $3.9 million for errors in Aid
For Dependent Children programs.
After two years of review, Heckler rejected
appeals from the states in which they argued they
had tried in good faith to meet congressionally set
goals to bring error rates within bounds.
Twenty-one states and Puerto Rico must pay
$69.2 million in penalties for unacceptably high
error rates in the Aid to Families with Dependent
Children program, Heckler said. More than half of
that was assessed against California, which must
return $35 million to the Treasury.
In addition, nine states were penalized a total of
$12.5 million for error rates under Medicaid.

Purcefs Bike Shop, 131 W.Wooster

Cleveland ranked highest

Prize: $100 cat certiorate

WASHINGTON (AP) - A new study of seven
metropolitan areas shows Cleveland residents
giving the highest donations per capita to the
United Way and its corporations second-highest
per capita charitable donations.
Overall, the Minneapolis-St. Paul area ranked
first, based on per capita giving to charity by
individuals, corporations and foundations.
The study was conducted to determine how the
Washington area stacked up against six other
cities of comparable size. The nation's capital
ranked seventh in most categories, including
corporate and foundation giving.
The other areas studied were Atlanta, Boston,
Dallas-Fort Worth, and San FranciscoOakland.
Cleveland topped the list for per capita United
Way donations, and ranked second in per capita
charitable grants by major corporations. But In a
ranking of the nine United Way campaigns in the
seven metropolitan areas, Cleveland ranked
eighth in donations from corporations.

finder's Records, 128 N. Main

Two 3rd Prizes:
$25 Gift Certificate
Tradewinds, 104 S. Main

ORDER NOW at the
KEY Office
28 West Hall
11:30 a.m.-3:30 p.m. M-F
or call

372-0086

•ORBG News Office

•ORMail the Coupon
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below to 28 West Hall
and be entered
automatically

□

Soc. S«c. No.

The 1985 KEY
Send to The KEY office, 28 West Hall and be
automatically entered In the Raffle.
Or stop by at The KEY or The BQ News office,
108 U-Hall, to register.

□

I'LL TAKE A YEARBOOK
Charge the cost ($17.95)
tomy account
Do not pay for your book
ml you are bftod by the
Bursar.
I WONT BE HERE
in September, 1985. Mel
my book to the address on
tie back of this card and
rJ me $3.50.

She testified that Coleman and Brown took $100
from an envelope and other money she had set
aside for groceries. She said Coleman gagged her
with bathroom tissues and forced her and her
husband onto the floor, then shut the door.
"They said if they found any more money in the
house that we didn't tell them about, they'd kill
us," Mrs. Duvendack said.

April 27.1985

372-2601

ORDER NOW - PAY LATER

CINCINNATI (AP) -Over repeated defense
objections, a Toledo couple who allege they were
robbed by Alton Coleman and Debra Brown testified yesterday against Brown at her trial on
charges that she killed a Cincinnati-area woman.
Frank and Dorothy Duvendack testified that
Coleman and Brown robbed them at gunpoint last
July 7 at the Duvendacks' Toledo home. They
testified that Coleman and Brown bound them
with telephone and electrical cords and that
Brown handed Coleman a gun.
Defense lawyers Daniel Burke and Joseph
Dixon objected repeatedly to allowing the jury to
hear testimony from the Duvendacks, saying that
no charges were ever filed In the alleged robbery.
But prosecutors said the testimony was presented
in an effort to show the jury a pattern in an alleged
series of assaults by Coleman and Brown.
Duvendack said Brown gave Coleman a gun and
Coleman forced him upstairs to be held with his
wife, who testified she was in a sewing room at the
time.

HIKE-BIKE

or call

Drawing
Friday, May 3,
5p.m.

Couple allege robbery

WOOD COUNTY

106 University Hall
8 a.m.-5 p.m. M-F
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Aregood, Philadelphia Daily
News.
Editorial cartooning - Jeff
MacNelly, Chicago Tribune.
Spot news photography - Staff
of The Orange County Register,
Santa Ana, Calif.
Feature photography - Stan
Grossfeld, Boston Globe, and
Larry C. Price, Philadelphia
Inquirer.

News Briefs

The KEY...
To Winning

2

Times(F]a.).
Explanatory journalism - Jon
Franklin, Baltimore Evening
Sun.
Specialized reporting - Randall Savage and Jackie Crosby,
Macon Telegraph and
NewsiGa.).
National reporting - Thomas
J. Knudson, Des Moines Register.
International reporting - Josh

(Rain Data: May 4)
Registration begins 8:00 a.m.
Time: 9:OOa.m.—3:00 p.m.
at Wood Lane School
11160 E. Gypsy Lane, Bowling Green
352-5115
For pledge forms, call
Wood Lane School.

I VARSITY SQUARE APTS. ^
1 -2-3 Bedrooms
Beat the high cost of utilities. Let us pay your
heat, gas cooking; water and trash pick up.
* Private entrance
OFFICE LOCATED
1097 Varsity East

333-7715
^^

I* Laundry
fing,e. •*2'
t
facilities

mm*
Monday -Friday 9-1,2-5

* Quiet living
soiordoy 10-12
* Children & pets welcome
• AM ABOUT Out MOVIIH SPKIAl
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Contractor investigated
Officials' disassociation with defense contracts urged
WASHINGTON (AP) -The
Pentagon's inspector general
said Wednesday he would recommend that the two top officials of the General Dynamics
Corp., David Lewis and Gorden
MacDonald, be barred from any
further association with defense
contracts.
Such a move against General
Dynamics, the nation's largest
defense contractor, would effectively eliminate the company's
business with the government as
long as the two executives remained in place.
Inspector General Joseph
Sherick made the statement
during testimony before the investigations subcommittee of
the House Commerce Commit-

tee, which is probing Questionable costs billed to the Pentagon
as part of the price of weapons
systems.
THE PANEL HAS focused on
alleged abuses by General Dynamics, currently the target of a
number of investigations.
Rep. Ron Wyden, D-Ore.,
asked Sherick: "would you recommend that David Lewis and
Gorden MacDonald be debarred?"
"If you want my recommendation, I would say yes," Sherick replied.
He was asked why he has not
made that recommendation previously.
"No one ever asked me,"
Sherick replied.

During a break in the hearing
he told reporters that the effect
of such a ruling would mean that
General Dynamics would not be
entitled to receive defense contracts as long as Lewis and
MacDonald hold their offices.
Wyden told reporters the subcommittee will press the Pentagon to act on Sherick's
recommendation.
LEWIS IS the General Dynamics board chairman and
chief executive officer. MacDonald is vice president and chief
financial officer.
Both men have denied the
allegations of wrongdoing,
which range from making false
progress reports on the construction of attack submarines

by the Electric Boat Division to
billing the Pentagon for the
costs of boarding an executive's
pet dog.
Lewis told the subcommittee
last month that "General Dynamics is an honest and reputable company." He said all
allegations against it arise from
"malicious and untrue allegations made by a former employee. Takis Veliotis, who is
now a fugitive from Justice in his
native Greece."
General Dynamics builds all
the Navy's Trident missile-firing submarines, and most of its
attack submarines along with F16 Jet fighters, Tomahawk
cruise missiles, the Army's M-l
tank and many other weapons.

Nasal spray invented

Insulin injection method tried
BOSTON (AP) - A novel drugdelivery method - a squirt of
insulin In the nose before mealtime - may largely eliminate the
need for insulin injections in
people with severe diabetes,
according to a new study.
"This study shows that it can
be tolerated, and you can
achieve the same amount of
glycemic (blood sugar) control
as the patient can acheive with

injections," said Dr. Renate
Kunmerle, one of the researchers.
THE RESEARCH is the first
long-term study to show how
people respond to the method
over months of use.
The key to the new technique
is an aerosol pump that sprays
insulin, mixed with detergent,

into the nose. The detergent is
necessary to help the insulin
penetrate the membranes in the
nose. Eight people used the
spray at home for three months.
The Boston University Medical Center researchers, who reported the results in today's
New England Journal of Medicine, "make an important contribution to the goal of optimal
insulin delivery, Drs. David

Schade and R. Philip Eaton said
in an editorial in the journal.
The spray would not eliminate
all snots. Diabetics would still
need one injection a day to provide insulin while they sleep.
About 11 million people in the
United States have diabetes.
Major side effects can include
blindness and kidney failure.

Plane evacuation
injures 37 people
ROMULUS, Mich. (AP) Some of the 462 passengers
awaiting takeoff on a jetliner
panicked yesterday when
they smelled smoke from a
light fixture and were told
there was fire, and more than
three dozen people suffered
minor injuries evacuating the
plane.
The Boeing 747 charter was
ready for departure from Detroit Metropolitan Airport for
Las Vegas, Nev., when "a
fluorescent light ballast behind a sidewall panel failed
(and) smoke from the failure
entered the passenger
cabin," Walter Johnson, executive vice president of National Airlines, said by
telephone from New York.
The ballast is the part of a
fluorescent light fixture that
regulates energy going to the
light-producing gas.
" ... A man came on the
intercom and said we had a
fire and we should get off the
airplane," said passenger
Larry Oehmke, 21, of Mount
Clemens.
"It smelled like burning
rubber." be said. "It wasn't
like flaming smoke. It
smelled more like a smoldering smoke."
"THE PASSENGERS in
the rear, when they heard
there was a fire, you could
hear them panic," said Dan
Dell, 29, of Lansing, another
passenger.
Johnson said the captain of
the airliner ordered the evac-

uation as a precaution.
' There was no fire or damage
... to the airplane. It appears
the evacuation was unnecessary," he said.
The plane carried 462 passengers and 19 crew members, Johnson said In a
statement. "Preliminary reports indicate that 37 passengers were injured during
evacuation."
Officials at nearby hospitals reported treating at least
25 people for minor injuries mainly lumps, bumps and
scrapes, according to Dr. Calvin Ervin of Westland Medical Center in Westland where
seven passengers were
treated.
He said three people were
admitted at Westland for further examination.
Johnson said the rear
boarding ramp of the airKne had been removed at
time of the evacuation, so
passengers in the rear cabin
exited using inflated slides.
"... THEY said there is a
fire, to unfasten our seatbelts
and we've got to jump out,"
said Shirley McCoy, 44, of
Detroit. "And I ended up on
the concrete."
McCoy, who was wearing a
sling, said she hurt her left
elbow.
For the front cabin, said
Oehmke, work crews moved
the passenger ramp back into
place as the cabin door was
opened.

Turn clocks ahead
Daylight-saving time begins this weekend
WASHINGTON (AP) Church, work or other obligations will come an hour early for
most Americans on Sunday with
the annual arrival of daylightsaving time.
Time will skip ahead from 2
a.m. to 3 a.m. in all or part of 48
states, in an annual exercise
delaying the arrival of the morning sun but adding daylight to
the end of the day.
This shift in time - first instituted during World War I - continues untilthe last Sunday in
October, when clocks will stop
for an hour at 2 a.m., restor
ing that long-since forgotten

!

CM

hour of sleep lost in April.
Over the years, daylight time
came to be accepted in some

areas and not others, and had
varying starting and ending
times from state to state, resulting in considerable confusion
and finally in congressional action in 1966.
That's when the current dates
of the last Sunday in April
through the last Sunday in October were set.
However, states were given
the right to ignore the system if
their legislature voted to do so
and that has occurred in Hawaii
and Arizona. In addition, Indiana, which is divided by a time
zone, observes the change in
only part of the state.

H BG I Don't litter !

THE NEVER AGAIN COMMITTEE WOULD LIKE TO
THANK THE FOLLOWING ORGANIZATIONS AND
PEOPLE FOR MAKING THE KICK-OFF CAMPAIGN A
SUCCESS.
Acme Beverage
Tom Conklin
Beerco
Craig Stoll
BG Beverage
Lynn McGrath
Baskin Robbin's
Tom Stirberth
Tom Schnieder
Meier's Wine
Main Street Bar
Deb Ebeth
The Balloon Man
John Palmer
Cain's
Patti Craft
BG Police
Kristin Giesecke
Sheriff's Office
Tim Brown
Campus Safety & Security
Karen Abruzzi
Bee Gee Rental
Kely Stoddard
Terry Reynolds
Smith Machine & Welding
Wizard Graphics
Brad Oatman
IFC and Panhel
Len Carroll
Tim Cain
Fraternities and Sororities
Judi Biggs
Michelle Gram
And all those who attended

SOflST?w
Thursday, May 2
8:00 p.m.
Grand Ballroom
$5 w/BGSU ID

Tickets on sale in the,Union ticket office
9:30-5:00 weekdays. Only two tickets
per ID. No Food, beverages, cameras or
recording devices permitted.

Sports
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Face Miami. Ball State on road

Three BG teams
Softballers seek to clinch playoffs secure recruits
by Karl Smith
sports reporter

Bowling Green's softball team
travel! to Muncie, Ind. and Oxford this weekend for doubleheaders that they not only
should sweep, but must sweep u
they hope to make the MidAmerican Conference playoffs.
Bali State and Miami are perennial cellar-dwellars in the
MAC and Falcon head coach
Gail Davenport expects no less
than four wins from her squad
this weekend.
"Sometimes I think the kids
know that Miami and Ball State
are almost always at the bottom
of the conference but this year,
you can't take anyone for
granted," she said. "If we can't
sweep this weekend, we don't
deserve to be in the tourney."
If the season were to end today, the Falcons would be in the
playoffs, thanks to an upset by
Kent State over Ohio University
Wednesday. BG currently owns
a 19-18-2 mark, 6-4 in the MAC
(third place) after sweeping a
twin bill with Ohio State TuesHie Cardinals, today's opponents, have had almost as much
trouble winning than Charlie

Brown's infamous squad. BSU
has floundered to a 6-30-1 mark
(2-4 in the MAC).
THEIR ANEMIC attack is led
by Cindy Sands (.«, 5 RBI) and
Denise Davis (.253, 4 RBI, 10
runs) while Lisa Huey heads up
the pitching staff with a 0-9
record backed by a 2.08 ERA.

14-20 record (3-9 in the MAC) but
injuries have hindered MU
throughout the year. At one
point, two of the team's top three
pitchers were injured and Shelley Lamed (7-3, 0.93) had to
pitch ten straight games.
Although they own a losing
record, MU has won more

Edit Campbell
Sandy Kreba
K.thy Flahar
Of course. BSU has nothing to
games this year than they did all
lose in today's double-header
of last season. Their offense is
and playing in front of a partisan
one of the reasons.
crowd could provide some incenCatcher Kathy Aldrich, the
tive.
MAC'S top hitter, keys the MU
"Ball State is always tough to
attack with a .367 clip with supbeat when they are at home,"
port from Mary Euen Menzer
Davenport said. "I haven't seen
(.313) the Redskin shortstop.
either team (BSU or MU) play
THE FALCONS have been
but we're going to go with our
doing some hitting of their own.
strongest lineup all four
"There are still a couple of
games."
kids in slumps but they'll work
out of them," Davenport said.
The Redskins have a modest

"We're second in the conference
in hitting and we don't have two
or three great hitters, we just
have seven or eight who are
consistent; you need that to win
and We have it."

Kathy Fisher has led the Falcons in hitting most of the year,
and is now hitting at a .344 clip.
But shortstop Sandy Krebs has
the hot bat as of late and has
improved her totals immensely,
including three home runs (tied
for MAC lead), 22 RBI (second
in the MAC) and a .322 average.
While BG's hitting has come
around, pitching could be the
key to the Falcons' playoff
drive. Edie Campbell (9-4,1.80)
continues to anchor the staff
with support from Mary Kay
Bryan (7*1,3.28) and Fisher (33-1, 2.60). Davenport has not
decided who will share the starting pitching duties with Camp"We're not going to pull any
punches this weekend,'' Davenport said. "Well go with who's
not and if we have to use all four
pitchers (Campbell, Fisher,
Bryan and late season addition
Suzy Mack) in one game, we
will."

The soccer team signed Joe
Petzker, a Parade All-American sweeper back from Akron,
to a national letter of Intent,
according to Bowling Green
coach Gary Palmisano.
The 6-foot-3, 170 pound
Petxker is the first Parade AilAmerican to commit to BG.
"We are extremely excited
that a young man of Joe's
caliber has opted to Join our
program,"
Palmisano said.
1
' We feel that Joe will have an
immediate Impact upon our
program at Bowling Green."
Petzker attends Walsh Jesuit High School, and this year,
he became the first soccer
player in his school's history to
earn all-Ohio, all-Midwest and
Parade all-America honors.
Among Petxker's other honors are his selection as Most
Valuable Player in the Greater
Akron all-star game and is a
member of the United States
Soccer Federation Region II
Select Team.
The cross country and track
teams also gained a pair letters of intent, according to Sid
Sink, coordinator of the BG
running programs.

Golfers hoping to continue success
by Jeffrey Fix
sports reporter
Bowling Green's golf team,
hot off of last weekend's sixth
place finish at the Mid-American Conference 24-team Invitational Tournament, will head
south this weekend to compete
in the Kepler Intercolligiate, in
Columbus.
The Falcons will face the

more difficulties for the team.
Why is the OSU course so

same stiff competition that they
faced last weekend, maybe even
a little tougher according to
head coach Greg Nye. All of the
teams from the Big Ten and
MAC as well as teams from
West Virginia and Kentucky will
be present.
Not only will the competition
be strong, but Ohio State's Scarlet course is one of the toughest
in the country and will provide

■•Length," said Nye. "It takes
accuracy, there are a lot of
trees, a lot of water, and a lot of
terrain to be dealt with. There's
also a wind factor and the
greens are really firm and hard
to hold."
HANK HALE will be a new
face in the lineup joining last

University
Courts
Now Leasing

week's team that scored an impressive 887 at the MAC invite.
That group will have to have
comparable scores (around a 75
average) if they are to continue
their hot streak.
Nye believes that his team can
continue, and that last weekend's strong finish will help.
"It will have a positive effect
on our outlook for this weekend," he said. "I am optimistic

OFFICE HOURS

Mon-Fri 9-5

Sat 10-12

I

PHONE

352-0164

And place well they must if
they hope to make it to the
National <k>Uegiate Athletic Association tournament. The
Kepler Intercolligiate is one of
four big tournaments that include the MAC Invitational
which the team must do well in
order to make it too the NCAAs.

Ex-Tiger Mc Lain
sentenced 23 years
TAMPA, Fla. (AP) - Former
baseball star Denny McLain, the
last major league pitcher to win
30 games in a season, was sentenced today to 23 years in federal prison for racketeering,
extortion and drug dealing.
U.S. District Judge Elizabeth
Kovachevich also ordered McLain to pay $8,900 in forfeitures.
McLain, 41, who was seated in
front of the judge's bench for the
hearing, could nave received a
maximum of 75 years in prison
and $75,000 in fines.

Domino's Pizza Doll.ors.Froe

•Close to campus, banks and fast food
•Dependable maintenance
•ALL heat, water, and trash pick up paid for
Tenant Pays Electric Only
Summer Rates Available
Rental Office located in Amherst Village
fEZic**
Behind Wendy's

about our chances to place
well."

Rachelle Curran of Dayton
and Rutland's Carolyn Kemp
will attend BG to compete in
cross country and track next
fall.
"Both are state placers,"
Sink said. "I think it's just the
beginning of what's going to be
a very good recruiting year for
women s track and cross country."
Curran earned all-Ohio honors in cross country and track
the last three years while
Kemp earned the same honor
her junior year in the 800 meter.
The gymnastics team, which
won the Mid-American Conference title this year and finished third of six in the
Northeast region, added another top tumbler to its squad.
Suzanne Bell, a state champion gymnast from Missouri,
signed a letter of intent to
attend BG next fall.
Bell earned her state title in
1982 with St. Louis Gymnastics
Center while attending Cor
Jesu Academy. While competing, Bell was coached by Julie
Bender, BG's 1984 MAC allaround champion.

Dinner for 4

tJ9t

2-12" one item pizzas
Plus 2 colas
Dinner for 2
1599

Hours:
Sun.-Thur. 4-2
Fit & Sat. 4-3

2-10" one item pizzas
Plus one cola
FAST-FREE DELIVERY
352-1539

ATTENTION/
STUDENTS!
Be a part of
'university/
history,

'Jl'

See Tuesday s
/ 6G 'News
for details.

WATCH YOUR BOOKS

&mj*°Jf INTO CASH
BRING YOUR USED BOOKS
TO THE

UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE
MAY 1st THRU MAY 10
8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. - MON. thru FRI,
9:00 am. - 5:00 p.m. - SATURDAY

You are worth coring
about. No matter what.
We believe that because
the Bible says it. And
our own experience
convinces ua: our
church is filled with
people who have
known despair, heartache, sickness, guilt.
Yet each one has found
a way to the caring
God. Befqre this ad was
placed we started praying for you because we
care too. Give us a call.
We'd like to share.
ri—url wttfc low.
The AMembllM of God.

PaMof Handy Carwr

I.D.'s
REQUIRED

181W S. Main St.
352-0672
Worship:
Sunday IO.OO a.m. &
6:00 p.m.
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The time has come for the DH in the NL
The baseball season has begun
and Peter Ueberroth has
conducted his poll. Most fans
chose to nix the designated
hitter, but the DH argument is
far from over.
Since its Inception into the
American League in 1974, the
DH rule has been the subject of
many discussions. Generally,
AL fans support it and National
League rooters despise It.
The staple argument from NL
fans is that the DH takes the

practice?"

Good point.
So who Is right? Maybe both,
maybe neither, but I'm hoping
the NL will plod through this
year letting their pitchers

Karl's Komments •

by Karl Smith
sports reporter

Strategy out Of managing At

least that's what myfrtend, the
die-hard Pirates' fan said.
Of course, a resident sport
whiz replied, "the hell with
strategy, the name of the game
is scoring runs. A pitcher should
?itch, who expects Fernando
Valenzuela) to earn his
millions to take batting

swing, then adopt the DH rule
next season.
I'm a big fan of the Phillies,
but I watch Steve Carlton for his
Eitching, not his hittng. Yet, he
i one of the "better" hitting

pitchers around, owning a
career .202 average.
MEANWHILE, MY favorite
AL team had Andy Thornton
swinging for its pitchers and he
hit .271, clouted 33 homers with
99 RBI.
It's beating a dead horse, but
an average DH can out-hit any
pitcher.
Don Robinson, the best hitting
pitcher in the NL, owns a career
.262 average in 332 at-bats, along
with five homers, 40 RBI and 32
runs scored.
Seattle's top DH, Ken Phelps
(an average DH - at beat), hit
less than Robinson (.242), but in
fewer at-bats (290) had 24
homers, 51 RBI and 52 runs
scored.
Phelps drew 61 walks
compared to Robinson's 11.

Also, Robinson struck out 82
times while Phelps whiffed 73
times, again, In less at-bats.
With the ridiculous
assumption that a pitcher
contributes to the offense like a
DH out of the way, it's safe to
say that the basis of the
argument is clearly strategy.
Say the Dodgers are tied with
San Diego, 1-1 in the seventh.
Valenzuela, having a great
game on the mound, comes up
with one out and a runner on
second.
Now NL fans tell me that this
Is where strategy comes in - do
you pinch hit for Fernando or do
you let him bunt. I don't think
there's much thinking
involved.

Schott riding high on Reds* wave
CINCINNATI (AP) - When
"the wave" started making the
rounds in usually sedate Riverfront Stadium, a conservatively
dressed woman sitting behind
the Cincinnati Redsr dugout
raised her arms in joyful participation.
Not many baseball owners
would be caught out in the crowd
signing autographs and yellng
encouragement toward the dugout, let alone joining In "the
wave." Reds owner Marge
Schott is an exception.
Mrs. Schott, an enthusiastic
Cincinnati businesswoman, is
counting on renewed spirit to
keep the once-struggling Reds
atop their current wave of success and good fan rapport.
"The wave has never been
done here before, but I just love
it," she explained. "That's the
kind of stuff that thrills me."
The fans and the National
League club have given Mrs.
Schott plenty of thrills in the

opening weeks of the season.
After three years of miserable
attendance and even worse play,
the Reds are winning again under player-manager Pete Rose
and fans are going to the ballpark in renewed strength.
THE REDS launched the season with a 4-1 victory over the
Montreal Expos with snowy
weather and the first advance
Opening Day sellout since 1981.
An Opening Day stadium-record
52,971 tickets were sold, and
Rose delighted the shivering
crowd with a 2-for-3 showing at
the plate.
"I think we're turning people
on again," Mrs. Schott said.
"You ve got to play fairly decent, and the guys have been
playing decent. All you have to
look at is Opening Day. Nobody
was expecting a snowstorm, but
they knew it wouldn't be a typical spring day. But you see
what we did - a record Opening
Day."

The Reds fell on their faces
briefly, dropping four in a row,
but regrouped to run off a sevengame winning streak based on
stingy pitching. Their 94 record
has them fighting for first place
in the National League West,
where they've finished last or
second-last for the past three
seasons.
Attendance, too, appears to be
on the upswing, with group sales
up about 15 percent over last
year. Mrs. Schott vows the ballclub will draw 2 million for the
first time since 1980 in aims of
reversing the $4.5 million loss of
1984.
She's counting on enthusiasm
to translate into more victories
by a team that's made few
changes from the one that finishedfifth last year.
"WE DONT want to sound
aotistical, but I pin it on a
lole new attitude - Pete's attitude, my attitude - which gets
contagious," she said of the

SF's Chili hot with two homers
as Giants pound Cincinnati, 7-3
Error by Rose allows go ahead run in seventh inning
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - Chill Davis drove in
four runs with two homers and a sacrifice fly and
Jose Uribe scored the go-ahead run from second
on an error by Pete Rose as the San Francisco
Giants beat the Cincinnati Reds 7-3 last night.
Uribe broke a 3-3 tie in the seventh inning when
Rose, Cincinnati's player-manager, dropped an
infield pop fly.
Tom Hume, 0-1, who came in to pitch for the
Reds in the seventh, hit the leadoff batter, Brad
Wellman. Uribe then grounded to first baseman
Rose, whose throw to second forced Wellman.
After Giants pitcher Mark Davis popped out on
a sacrifice attempt, Uribe went to second on a
balk by Hume. Dan Gladden then hit the popup
which Rose, bothered by the sun, dropped about 40
feet from home plate.
Mark Davis, 1-1, got the victory in relief of Jim
Gott, who did not allow a hit until opposing pitcher
Frank Pastore doubled to left-center field In the
sixth.
THE GIANTS led 3-0 after six innings as Chili
Davis drove in the first run with his sacrifice fly in
the first and added his first 1965 home run, a tworun shot, in the sixth.
The Reds tied the score in the seventh, chasing
Gott. Dave Parker and Cesar Cedeno opened win
singles and Nick Esasky hit a three-run homer, his
second of the season.

Pastore, making his first start of the season,
took the place of rookie Tom Browning, who was
unable to take his pitching turn because of a finger
injury suffered in practice before Wednesday
night's game in Houston.
Davis blasted his second homer leading off the
eighth, slamming a pitch from Carl Willis into the
upper deck in right field. Jeff Leonard then
singled and, with one out. Bob Brenly ended the
scoring with his second homer of the year.

Expos defeat Cards, 4-2
MONTREAL (AP) - Andre Dawson drove in two
runs, one of them with a homer that triggered a
two-run fourth inning, to lead the Montreal Expos
to a 4-2 victory yesterday over the St. Louis
Cardinals.
With one out in the fourth. Dawson hit a 1-2 pitch
by Danny Cox, 1-1, into the left-field seats, his
third homer of the year and the Expos' first hit of
the game. Dan Driessen then doubled to right and
scored one out later when Tim Wallach singled to
center, giving the Expos a 3-2 lead.
In the eighth, Herm Winningham singled, went
to second on a wild pickoff throw by JeffLahti and
came home on Dawson's single to left.
Bill Gullickson, 3-1, allowed five hits and did not
walk or strike out a batter in 6 2-3 innings. He was
replaced by Jeff Reardon, who earned nis fourth
save with one-hit relief.
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SHOE SALE

UP TO »17 off

On Selected Shoe Styles for
Running-Tennis-Basketball-Softball
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team's early success. "I'm a
rat believer in enthusiasm ...
you believe you can be a
winner, you can be a winner."
At least one Reds' player believes there's something to her
theory. Second baseman Ron
Oester. who grew up In Cincinnati, thinks the new ownership
has been a factor in the team s
good start.

I'D RATHER have Steve
Yeager and his anemic .224
average at the plate with the
game on the line than any
pitcher on the Dodger staff.
Besides, isn't it enough that
Valenzuela had pitchedseven
solid innings, he has to drive in
the runs? Pinch hit for him and
bring a reliever in.
That's why there are bullpens,
when the starter has done his
Job, as Valenzuela In my
example, it only makes sense to
let the relievers earn their pay.
There's not a team, even In the
NL, that doesn't have a player
on the bench that can out-hit its
pitchers.
So much for strategy.
This is the age of the
specialized player and it's time
the NL wakes up and smells the
coffee. Nowadays, players not

Sports Cap _
BASEBALL— The Falcons
hope to get back on the winning
track when they travel to
Athens and play Ohio University in a four-game series.
Double-headers begin today
and tomorrow at 1p.m.
WOMEN'S TENNIS— The injury riddled netters face MidAmerican Conference opponents Western and Eastern
Michigan today at 3 p.m. and
tomorrow at 9 a.m. at Kalamazoo, Mich.

"She wants to get the enthusiasm back into the club and
anytime you have a big crowd,
it's easier to play," Oester said.
' "The crowds are more vocal and
she's had a lot to do with it. I
think she's created that kind of
atmosphere in Cincinnati."

MEN'S TENNIS— The men's
team takes its 2-2 Mid-American Conference record to
South Bend, Ind. to play host
Notre Dame and MAC opponents Ohio University and
Northern Illinois.

The ballclub started to play
better last August, when Rose
returned as player-manager.
The Reds were 15-12 in September, three months before Mrs.
Schott became majority owner.

WOMEN'S TRACK- BG will
split its squad this weekend,
sending one team to the Penn
Relays in Philadelphia, Pa.
which began yesterday at 1
p.m. and continue today and

Rogers traded
to Washington
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Washington Redskins have obtained running back George
Rogers and several draft picks
from the New Orleans Saints in
a trade for the Redskins' No. 1
pick in Tuesday's National Football League draft, Redskin
sources said today.
The team sources, who asked
not to be identified, said the
Redskins will get the Saints'
fifth-, lOth-and nth-round draft
picks. The Redskins' first-round
pick is 24th overall.
The addition of Rogers, 26, a
four-year NFL veteran who won
the Heisman Trophy in 1980,
gives the Redskins an insurance
policy on All-Pro running back
John Riggins, 35, who was bothered by a bad back throughout
the 1984 season.
Rogers, who gained 4,267
yards in the NFL, would be
expected to replace the 13-year
veteran Riggins if be decides to
retire.

only stick to one position, they
often are platooned against
right-handed or left-handed
pitchers.
As far as I'm concerned,
baseball strategy is very simple.
The object of the game is to
score more runs than your
opponent and you do that by
getting the best balance of
offense, defense, speed, power
and pitching.
A pitcher adds nothing to the
defense that he can't add with a
DH. As I hope I've shown, a
pitcher can't add nearly as
much to an offense as a decent
DH.
So let the NL watch their
pitchers strike out and bunt this
year and maybe, just maybe,
they'll see the strategy behind
the DH and add the rule for next
year.

tomorrow at 10 a.m. The second squad will compete in the
Becky Boone Relays at Richmond, Ky, today beginning at
12 p.m. and tomorrow at 9 a.m.
MEN'S TRACK— The men's
track team will also split its
team into two squads competing in the Penn Relays, and the
Baldwin Wallace Invitational
in Berea, beginning at 11 a.m.
WOMEN'S GOLF- The Falcons will be in East Lansing,
Mich, to compete in the twoday Michigan State Invitational today and tomorrow. Tee
off time begins 9 a.m. both
days.
MEN'S GOLF- After a successful outing at the MidAmerican Conference Invitational, BG travels to Columbus
to participate in the Kepler
Invitational today and tomorrow. Opening rounds begin at 9
a.m. both days.

«■ -■-■ "I
RESUME
SERVICES
Copy 50 resumes on specialty I
paper — get 10 resumes
copied FREE

kinko's

CAMPUS MANOR APARTMENTS
505 Clough Street
Next to Sterlings-Dorseys-EtCetera
Phone 352-9302 (Anytime)
Office hours 10 to 4 (Any other time by appointment

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

2 bedroom apts. furnished
free heat
free air conditioning
free cable
free trash pick tip
close to campus and stores
laundry facilities in each building

WE HAVE APARTMENTS AVAILABLE AT A
SPECIAL RATE UNTIL MAY 4!
CHOOSE YOUR APT. NOWWHILE YOU STILL HAVE A CHOICE

■

Classifieds
Apr! 28. '985

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
AIMnKn EducMOO MHora.
SNEA raw • candidate for tfw fssbonel Aaeembfy R A poaWon Ptoeae support her and von
in the Education Bussing today from 9 30-3 30
and Monday 6 30-4.00
Attention NEW MEMBERS OF PHI ETA SIGMA
NATIONAL FRESHMAN HONOR SOCIETY
Spring IntJMton * thai Sunday. AprH 26th. from
4:00-0 00pm m the Grand Bstroom. Parents
and trtsnds ara welcome Dress la ssmt-toiinal
and retreehments wB be served.
•HMO YOUR RECYCLABLE* TO THE 0.0
RECYCLINO CENTER. ALUMINUM CANS,
GLASS, OH. AND NEWSPAPERS E POE RD
OPEN SAT. I am- 2 pm
HUGE VINTAGE CLOTHING SALE!
Sun . May S. OBver Pray Antiquee
8 N Third SI Watetvwe
Huga Wilage dolNnfl Sara
Sun.. May 5 - Otvar Pray Antlguaa
8 N. TrUrd St., WaMrvae. On
RMA Picnic - Fun. rood, and trolc Sunday. Aprl
28lti. Cartar Park 4-Bpm CNckan barbao.ua.
awarda. alula and voUybal Can Sandy 1612
and RSVP lodty.
ATTENTION I.B.A MEMBERS'
The hat maaSng ol Spring Semaater wa be
Tuaaday. Aprl 30 at 7 00pm The meeting wa
be a cook-out and organustionel meeting lor
next yr Attendance req'd tor ALL officers and
membera Bring Chicago pcturea and be ready
lo eel' Place: 751 High Street (Apt 13) Cues
■ona? CalJefl at 2 8596
ALL WRITERS KTERESTED IN WORKING ON
FRIDAY MAGAZINE NEXT FALL: THERE WILL
BE AN INFORMAL MEETING ON MONDAY
APRIL 29 AT 900pm IN THE BG NEWS
OFFICE 1108 UNIVERSITY MALL) rf
INTERESTED BUT CANNOT ATTEND. CONTACT OREO, (354-7433)

LOST ft FOUND
LOST: MAN'S BLACK JORDACME WALLET
WITH TENNESSEE DRIVER'S LICENSE.
PICTURES, m.** GREAT SENTIMENTAL
VALUE. CALL 154*580 ANY TIME FOR
REWARO. NO QUESTIONS ASKED.
LOST GoWnecUece w two inVartocklno hearts
between Krowcher a SS BMg Great sentimental value 372-5000
Womana 5 speed B*e lor Sate.
Good ahape. recent tune up Cal Jute 2-4626
FOUND Light green contact case *lth sort
contact lenses in South Hal Cal 372-2515

Alpha Gems.
No better way to top off Beta The Phi Pel's are
ready to rock Saturday MM Party Partyl
The PW Par l
Alpha Skj Coachea
Freddie. Brad. Dan O. Punky. and Karl
Thanks tor al your help and anthuaktam Lara
wnBeta'
Love, The ChK) Beta Team
ATO.
Gal psyched tor Beta He going to be a great
■me ATO la Number 1.
ATO's and Dalea.
Poor taate may be the theme, but thai date
party arl be tetrftc Get ready to party and have

__

ATTENTION ALL ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA and
PHI ETA SIGMA membera
fTS TONIGHT!
That's right M the FREE beet. pop. and nachos
you can consume at our "shades and Ma"
partyl Put on your favorite hat and sunglasses
and start the. weekend early at Uptown from
4 00-6 00pm (LnW one guest par member.)
ATTENTION ICE HORIZONS
MY THANKS TO THE SPECIAL FEW WHOSE
SMILES > CARE KEPT ME FROM
BECOMMtNG A "QUITTER" WITH FRIENDS
UKE YOU. I KNEW THE SHOW COULD GO
ON WITH LOVE a LUCK. SUZANNE
Bacchus would Ska lo thank out going
officers Carrie AuaUng, Sonla Winner, Mae
Van VoorMs and Bath Hettlnger. Also
welcome In new offkera An WMhHo, Christy
Blend. Angel ScfUeppal end Kerte Schupp.
Last meeting Is Wads. May 1, Ipm, at Putts
Plata.

SETA
BETA
BETA
BETA

DAY
DAY
DAY
DAY

APRIL
APRIL
APRS.
APRIL

27,
27,
27,
27,

UNION
UNION
UNION
UNION

OVAL
OVAL
OVAL
OVAL

• FOUTS TYPING ■
S1/paga Ids) On-campus pick up
4 00pm 669-2579

|M-F|

TUCKER TYPING
rVolaaalonal equipment lor your needs Cal
Nancy 352-0809
STUDENTS have al your typing neede done
proteseionaly Wa type lerm papers
rMaartatlons. theaia. book manuacrlpts.
raaumes a any general typing.
Alao expartencd in legal 4 meoKal typing
Bring this ad m lor special rjascount.
PROFESSIONAL SECRETARIAL SERVICES
688-6945 Bowing Green

Beta Happy Hours liana the pace tor the Chi
Omegas performance at the 500 race. So look
oul Qreeka, wel be al over ma place
BETA SHUTS - FREE GREEK LETTERS
WITH COUPON FROM WED BG NEWS AD
JEANS N THINGS 531 Ridge
Betas- The Alpha Xl'e can't wait lor the lee wrth
you tonight- What a way to start off the
weekend ol Beta 5001
BaaaMwea.
Thanks lor being a wonderful sister and a
great bag tool I'll really miss you a tot this
summer and I'm looking forward to having
LOTS of fun next year! Have a greet summer
and good lock on exams!
DZ love end all ralno, Lll Karen

TEST PREPARATION
STANLEY KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER
536-3701 Toledo, OH
SAT • ISAT • ORE
ACT • GMAT • MCAT
•C.P A REVIEW
•STATE NURSMG BOARDS-SNCLEX'
Letter Crelt Resume Service
BaaK Resume lletler quatty) starting al $7 50
MuMple lonta avaaaOle (Lsesr Prut Quality)

_____

BROTHERS OF SIGMA NU,
GOOD LUCK AT BETA! WE ALL KNOW YOU
CAN 00 IT! WELL BE THERE TO CHEER
YOU ONI! WE LOVE YAI
THE WHITE ROSES
KD SPRMTI
KOI
KOI
HOT AND THIRSTY?
Get your Brew from the Cooler Crew
at J.T t Carry-Out 405 Tlwaan
Dear KJtor- II never be able to thank
enough for being such a great Mend. Our
night Frlendfy's runs are the best' I'l miss
tentjfy next year and ehveya Rememberpromteed to write or you are dead meet!
UrvaltakvaDty yours ahvays.

you
late
you
you

DEAR SK3 EPS.
THANKS FOR THE COOKOUT. YOU SURE
KNOW HOW TO B.B O UP SOME FUN LETS
DO IT AGAIN SOMETIME AFTER GREEK
WEEK IS DONE" GOOD LUCK IN BETA!
LOVE, THE ALPHA PHI'S
DEENA LUCCI AND BRAN MCKEE
Have a beat tome at your Hewsaen Dele
Party,'aye " (that was for you, Brl!) Dee. teach
that hockey player how lo hu*
Love you. Jo Ann
Dens We know how to end the year right, by
having a lee on Friday night Boat races.
'dfWuh. and 'dancm IS one What alee could be
so much tun" da da da • The Kappaa

419-255-7769

D.G.'s
We've had a great Greek Week with the Indies
of Delta Gamma Let's top It off right tomorrow
morning with Kegs and Eggs at 9.30 at the
Theta Chi house Thhga are back where they
about) be
Love, The Theta Clws

VOTE SETA QUEEN UNION FOYER
VOTE SETA QUEEN UNION FOYER
VOTE 0ETA QUEEN UNION FOYER

PERSONALS

ALLISON O'DONNELL AND AMY
MCFARLANO—Good luck in the Trtattveton on

EVERYTHING
50% OFF
ALL SHOES, JACKETS t SWEATS
LOCKER ROOM
10* N. MAIN

-Sunday"
The Staters ol DaSa Gamma
Alpha Chl's
We met at Mark'a-What a lima, then Greek
Revlew-What a Wght. Tomorrow morn wall
start out right Beer...Bagels.ind BeteOUTTAStOHTI
Love. The Phi Pal's

OERAO
GOOD LUCK AT THE SRC TPUTHALON
YOU'RE LOOKING GOOD
IQVEYA
Lit'PATTY
GLEM8Y SALON AT UHLMAN'S
Aprl Special S30.00 Perm SpeOelkicajdae hakout 362-8815
GOOD LUCK DELTA ZETA SETA SOD TEAM!
WE-U BE CHEERING YOU ON TO VICTORY
SATUBBAYI
LOVE, YOUR OZ SISTERS
GOOD LUCK StOMA NU SETA TEAM
STAN, TONY. COOP, SKI, aSTCH, RANDY.
QaaVEstERtC
Good Luck lo the Gamma ItllStla 500 Team!
Amy Heatherlngloe, Jenny Wiseman. JuUe
sensli, Lorl Hebe. We know you can win.
■
Lose, yoar Oemma Phi aletera
GOOD LUCK TO THE ALPHA PHI BETA
TEAM
STACY, SHELLY, KELLY, THA,
SUE, JACKIE. AND CATHY WE LOVE YAi
THE ALPHA PHIS
HEY ALL YOU BETA-CRAZY SK3 EPS'
WHAT COMES AFTER 17? II, OF COURSE!
THE HEAT IS ON FOR 11 IN HI
GOOD LUCK! LOVE. THE OOLDENHEARTS
HEY BETAS.
SATURDAY IS NEAR AND NOON IS THE
HOUR. AND WE'RE READY TO SHOW YOU
THAT ALPHA PHI POWER! WERE LOOKING
FOR FUN AND READY TO RUN. SO WATCH
OUT FOR OUR SPIRIT CAUSE WE'VE GOT A
TONIIII
LOVE, THE ALPHA PHIS

HUGE SIDEWALK SALE
FRI-SAT. MSOE SALE TOOI
SHOES. SHORTS. JACKETS. ETC.
LAKE ERS: SPORTS

BETA
BETA
BETA
SETA

DAY
DAY
DAY
DAY

APRIL
APRIL
APRS.
APRS.

27.
27.
27,
27,

UNION
UNION
UNION
UNION

Alpha Gem Seta Teem
Get psyched for Bets. Ws know you've been
working reelfy herd. We're behind you 100%.
Love, Your AGO sisters

OVAL
OVAL
OVAL
OVAL

Jayne, Marts. Lorl A Penan,
HI da Hilt ftt! I am a mouthl You are oraiyt
Do you seed skies when you get oft the 11til
Weawambti ma-1 wM ntea you aillii
Love. Tweon
Jen.
You're out of character' Than* for a greet
weekend and a retppler week. How about a
papperonl and sauaago with a float? MAYBE
Amy
Kappa Oast
Get paychad for Beta!

"tyo—

KD Beta Team Angela. Claudia. Sue and
Theresa- Good Luck tomorrow! We love youl
KDspWt'
Kim Chlo,
Corxjrstulstlons on running lor Beta! I know you
wl lead the Alpha Xl'a to a victory
Good luck! Love, Amanda

Beta 500 Happy Hour April 21
College Park
Featuring Dale Walton and The Pumps
3:00-7:00
Picture I.D. required

KD SPRIITI
KD SPIRIT!
KD SPIRIT!
HOT AND -THtRSTV?
Gel your Brew from the Cooler Crew
at J T 'a Carry-Out 405 Tniratin
IIMSfll CM ALPHA QUOTE OF THE WEEK.
THE SOONER YOU FALL BEHIND THE MORE
TSSE YOU WSJ. HAVE TO CATCH UP.
Laura Gray,
CorvatukUlone on bemg selected Gemma Phi
Beta's outstanding oenky! I'm so proud of my
REAL big! Love always.
Elaine
LIQUIDATION SALE
40% ofl everythrvj m store
Nature's Manna
.
134 E Court
Little Nancy. Happy Bkthday! Finely big 19!'
Wei have to go out and cekabrala. You are a
great KM
DZ love. Bag Wend
Look oul Solid Gold Denoaral Mat* way tor
the ZBT'e and Fills! Way to go on shakln'
your way lo a Greek Review 1st pascal
Love, your partnero In Crime, The Gamma
PM'e

Marly Thompson.
Ccxtgretulaaone on your engagement to Paul' I
know It would happen, but not me) aoon. Give
my marine a cat tor ma whan you gat to
Calfoiylt tat summer II miss you so much'
Be sura to keep "Mr Happy'' happy'
Good luckl Love always. Karen
I
and June
Good luck on Saturday. I know you guys wa do
greet" I love ya both Joan
Good luck In the big race Sal. I know you can
do HI The Alpha Game, are behind our Beta
Team al the way!
Lovsys. Jannlrar
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Nancy Wright
Todays and yeeaerdaya are gone forever but
tomorrows are always lust ahead of you.
...a shglt rose wee left to remember the
I I latin of Ihoee yeoto.de>I
Someone who tovas you

wr<n—

PH TAU8 I ATO'S - THE SISTERS OF
ALPHA DELTA PI WISH YOU THE BEST OF
LUCK n BETA TOMORROW THANKS FOR A
GREAT WEEKI LOVE. THE ALPHA DELT8I

The Sou 500
WM Began at Noon
Seturdey Apr". 27
Al The Union Oval

KDSPIKTI
KOSF-nTT!
KDSFIRtTI

07 rtaCMOM
U Co-ur-V^VI
Ik-Tpac'
•0 foit-foro-J

. i

1

To Surwwa I Nicole
who room together
(who wrote m the BG Newt on roomie day)
THANK YOUl
You saved much errVoerraaementt

For Sale 1978 Chev MeJbu Cleeelc
4-Or. 88,000 ml Greet shape' Cal 354-8362
anytime

I Female rmta. needed tor 86-88 school year.
LWvafaty vwaaa Cal 2 3889 »intenseted.

FOR SALE: 1973 OLDS OMEGA. 2 OOOR. 6
CYL. AUTOMATIC, P/5, P/B. NICE UTERIOR
AND BODY 52,000 MILES NEEDS ENGINE
1150- NEGOTIABLE 364-8288

2 NS, M Roommalee needed for 86/86 Apt.
on 311 E Many $l30.mo utl 1 carve oa
Cal Don 2-1538 or Ken 2 1289
1 Bedroom apt. lor rent Ihla summer Fum , al
names pak). On ManvBa. Prtoa negoSttxe Cal
354-8883
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED
House on comer of Wooeter I Entorprtee for
the summer 384-8470
WANTED: I need en apartment tor FM 85 orvy
Cat 3644381 or 364-3110 aak for Tom
1 I rmmtt. tor aummar lorm 364-8300
RoommMa needed for Sprtng/Surnmtr
Apt. Corner of S Cotege > Napoleon,
near rjrtva-ihni. nsaaonatla Cal Don
or Damon 364-8141
Roommate naadad Fat Spring. 85-88 Cat Pal
aflat 10:00pm 364-8021
2 NS F. Roomrnatsa naadad tor 86/88 Apt on
N. Surart 1 E. Many. St25/mo. Cal Andree
364-7433 or Dawn 364-7616

to E* SETA TEAM
You have a goal eel and tainoiiew la the day
to achieve N. Teamwork la vital..
Unity may be the deciding lectori Believe In
yourself -II. We'll be there cheering!
"THE FftPE COwawTTTEE"

M Roommate ttttitad tor aummar: large house
In exottant location! Vary doee to cemput and
bars, even has a bterd room Rent la rrarwnal
204 S. SumrM (comer ol S Sumnvi I dough)
Cat 354-7014

Stgsae CMC Ku mans wane We. the IMwalan
IradeJon Ivae on' Get paychad lor tonights lea
Love, thoPhlMua
SIGMA NU.
GOOD LUCK AT BETA 500
YOU'RE NUMBER ONEIl
UL HEATHER
SIGMA PHI EPSILON- GOOD LUCK IN
BETA— HOPE WE BOTH COME UP WINNING!
THANKS FOR BEING SUCH WONDERFUL
GREEK WEEK PARTNER8! "BOY DO WE
HAVE FUN."
LOVE. THE ALPHA PHIS
SPORTING GOOD SALE
STOCK MUST GO
LAKE ERIE SPORTS
622 E WOOSTER. PARKING IN
SPRttOFEST'15
SPRINGFEST 'IS
SPRINOFEST '16
SPtwNOFEST 15

IS
IS
IS
IS

F Rmta own bath a bad Pool, laundry, cable.
JtBee free lEx. phone 5 steel I Nice, atari May
16. Cal Jute or Jodto 3630886
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR
SLIMMER NICE. INEXPENSIVE APT
MABCIA 363-0378

CALL

Two into roommates needed lor Summer
and/or FM House on NW aide of town. Rent:
SlOuVmo pass share of utttJee Cal anytime

362-9322
Rate needed for 2 bdrm apt Quiet studious
tomela Cal Cathy 352-7010
WANTED: FEMALE NS ROOMMATE FOR
FALL SEMESTER OR FALL
1885/88
SCHOOL YEAR CALL DEBBIE AT 362-2208

HELP WANTED

COMING
COMING
COMING
COMSvQ

HOT AND 'P/tKSTY?
Get your Brew from the Cooler Crew
St J T s Carry-Out 406 Thlratm
baseoal equip., tennis, sweets.
Friday. Saturday Sale Daya
Lake Erie aporta
Thanka to all those who have been supporting ths Gamma Phi-Beta 500 teem! Keep on
sharing that apwtt and enthusiasm! Special
thents to Kriaty Claawanl and Lorinna
Wachter.
The Brothers of Sigma Phi Epeaon wwh to
congratulate Scott Singer on tva levaserlng lo
Cindy MBar.
Your Stg Ep Brothers
THE NEW MADNESS
SPRINGFEST 15
SPRINGFEST 'SS
SPRINGFEST'15
Sa^NOFEST'SI
THE SISTERS OF ALPHA DELTA PI WOULD
UKE TO WISH EVERYONE THE BEST OF
LUCK IN THE BETA 500
Theta CMa and Phi Beta Sigmea
Thanka for being such greet partnanl A Greek
Week has never seen such s perfect corntxnaBon! Love. The Dee Geee
THE 83-84 RESIDENTS OF MANVILLE AVE.
ARE PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE THE 1ST
ANNIVERSARY OF BG'S BIGGEST S MOST
ttFAMOUS GDI PARTY. MANVILLE MADNESS
84'. ON APRIL 27. 1985 WHILE ALL 3600
PARTICIPANTS COULDN'T BE N BO TO
CELEBRATE IN PERSON. WERE ALL THERE
IN SPIRIT AND FRANKLY WE NEED ANOTHER
BEER SIGNED. THE MANVILLE NEIGHBORS
CLUB
To Cindy (lumas), "JOHN DEE" (Jodee),
"LHtle Richie," DonnlefBuk), Judy Kras,
Henry Forbs,
I never thought these 4 years would peas
so qulddy We've had some great Hmee
Canada, "sisl that nan". Chart. Weaver, tinging MSB. Qiah Theetre. "I couW've had a
chicken sandwich" . and al the many other
great knee You've been the beat fnende and
partying buodtoa ever" Thanka tor a labutoue 4
years!' I love you al and wtoh you nothing but
love, luck, and success always Keep In touch,
take cere and God Bless Ya! II nata you total
Congrstuletlons- You did R!
Love ye. Plane Mac

Beta 500 Heppy Hours Apr" M
College Pan
Featuring Dale Walton and The Pumps
1:00-7:00
Picture LD. required

ATTENTION COLLEGE STUDENTS
It your home town too amal to find aummar
iobt xi? Want to earn $1,500 & up wtwe living
at homo? Nabonal Company has 3 positions
•ft Wan/lews at 1:00. 1 45. 2:30 1 3:15
Friday, Aprl 28 only, m Canal Room Student
Union.
Honest, energetic, aelf-mottvated individuals
18 I over nawded tor chaBengkig, fast paced
tobl Apply In person after 8 pm. Toes thru Sat.
al Button's Mght Out) Rt 25 Perryaburg
rtakVOow Coop nursery seeking part-time
teacher. Degree req. flseumss to P.O. Box
243, BQ by May4. 1986

Attention Students
Nettonel Haakh t Nutrition Firm seeking 10
part-time people to sal products
Earn
$300.00 to SoOO.OO per month Ful (me
opportunity available For Mormaten cal 8932323
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
ATTENTION BUSINESS. MARKETING, SALES
STUDENTS
HOW WSJ. YOU INVEST THIS SUMMER?
Wa ara an eatebwahed, Toledo baaed distributing company with exciting sales positions
siatlalils starting May 13th through August
Hat
WE OFFER:
'Opportunity lo earn 1200-400 per week
'Base salary, oommltalon, expanaea
'Exceptional training whh pay
'Opportunity to travel
•Poeetowhy to work a home town territory
YOU WOULD NEED: A desire for the sales
experience, dependable car, be able lo work
fuS time, have a desk* lo need to earn at
least $2,000 this summer.
CALL (411) 882-1712 or writs PERMA
CRAFTS
lilt Menrot St, Toledo, OH 4M21

Way to go Sigma Cht't. Lambda Cht'a and
Kappaa on your th»d piece finish In the Greek

•S!

.

"XI" Seta 500 runners: Kety MoCoy, Missy
Motttoe, and Carolyn Preeent, end oflvar
Kethl Halea- OOOO LUCKIII
Gusrsnteed Weight Loss
1029a»t Irst month.
Natural, Safe. EHsctrrs Cal 693-2323
I! ATTENTION ORADUATMO SENIORS!!
DON'T FORGET YOUR PARENTS ON MAY
11 PARENT APPRECIATION PLAQUES ARE
HERE' FOR MORE INFO CALL 364-1872
KxewsTR STORAGE SERVICE
FOR YOUR ROOM FURNISHINaS
-SPflwK) PICKUP AND FALL DELIVERYCALL NOW 352.3138
FOR INFO OR RATES AND
SCHEDULING

Apt, for Sublet 8ummer CM 352-3106

3 guys need 1 M. Roommoto 85-66 yr. Ntoe
apt. Good rataa Located near Hoots Hoop CM
Todd 2-3542
■Two female non-amoklng roommates tor
aummar union to share apt on comer ol 5th
I Hsjh S100 tor entre summer Cat 2-6787
tor Intorrsaeon
-One nonsmoking female roommate needed
for summer, second five week eeeaton. good
location S60 00 Cal 2-6787 tor Wornvelkyv
For Sals
A-Frama toft SSO-00, matching love test

S60 00 CM 2 5767
8ummar rrnla needed tor 2 bdrm apt turn.
heaaad II IrTttreatad. ptoaae cat 372-4923
F fmts tor summer to share fum apt Very
race 372-4722

FUZZ BUSTERS FOR SALE: MICRO EYE
SUFREME BMI REAR VIEW MtRROR. USED
FOR I MOS. (REG. sMI.OO) SELLING FOR
I2O0. CALL SAM OR FAOt AT 3524J12 or
MM14I

I'xl' L-SHAFED BAR. STURDY, W/WALNUT
FttSH, FOOTREST, t PADDED FRONT
PANEL. INCL- 4 ADJUSTABLE BAR
STOOLS W/BACKS 8 FOOTRESTS. ASKING
(MO. EX. CONDI CALL DAVE AFTER SPM.
15MSS7

FOR RENT
2 BEDROOM FURNISHED APARTMENTS
Next to Sam B'a Rest, (across from Harthman)
FREE LOCK-OUT KEY SERVICE-24 hm ./day
FREE HEAT 1 CABLE TV
Convenient to SRC, Library I Music Btdg
Next to restaurants, book Mora, laundry md.
bank t carry-out. Cal Tom al 362-1800 eve
i wkanda or 352-4673 Mon.-Frl m AM
SUMMER APARTMENTS - 2 BEDROOMS
Across from llerahmen Dorm
Cat Tom M 362-1800 eve « wkanda
or 362-4873 Mon.-Ffl. In AM
Summer Lessee Now Available
Fwidbte aesmg. pod, AC . I bedroom. $180
per month: 2 bedroom, $210per month Cal
364-3633, 12-6.
1 bdrm
mo. tM
4933

— for 1 person only FM. 9 or 12
6 lo 7 bets from campus 372-

HOUSE FOR RENT FOR SUMMER PERFECT
LOCATION. ACROSS FROM RODGERS
GIRLS NEEOED; VERY REASONABLE. CALL
AT NK1HT 354-8181
HOUSE tor aummar. 4th and S. Cotege
Microwave, dwhwesher washer S dryer, A It.
cond Flta frve comfortably $2107paraon CM
354-7g33 for Wo.
Room A iBtHll tor aummar (mate) 1/2 block
from campus
Large tumlahed bedroom,
washer 6 dryer, cable $80 mo Cal John 3647238
"limn toesee I ttttlll tor efficiency apts
(Fal) $265/mo Indudea TV 1 Cable Al utl,
tuty turn 364-3182 11-4.

Apartmenta. Houses, Ojpw.es
Cat 384-2280 or 362-8563
John Newtove Reel Estate
319 E Woi

Ladtoe tor second session summer 3 bdrm
houee Washer/dryer Ctoaa 10 campus Bob or
Hana 354-1108
Houses > Apts lor 1985 86 school yser
SmkhBoggs Rentals. 362-8457 btwn. 124pm or 352-8917 after 8:00pm
Specious rwo-Dedroom. unturnkshed, apart
ment tor summer, ulttet paid, tow rant. Cat
352-8011
DELUXE 2 bedroom apt
Cloee to campus
Cal 352-7464
1 bedroom apt
5 blocks trom campua* 12 mo.
Cal 362-7464
2 bedroom apartmenta
Cal 362-7454

Local firm haa openlnga In It's Bra and
safety depart Guaranteed starting salary
It. 00 HRNo experience necessary. Cell for
Interview between IAM-5PM Monday
thru Friday. t-Btt-tow

Carty Rentals
Summer Rentals at Specie] Ratae
Houses - Rooms - Apartments
Apartmenta starting st $180
a month - 2 1/2 or 3 month I

GOVERNMENT JOBS $ 15,000 - $50.000'yr
poestxe Al oocaAtatont. Cal 1-805-6876000 Ext H 9649 to find out how.

2 Bedroom apt tor 2 or 3
atudanta - near campua ■
2 asmostar IndMdual lessee

Breekfaat cook: Exp on grt Kateya Wand
Houttvj avaiBtae. [419) 746-2367

Need Femes, and Mew students to M houses
and apartmenta Phone 362-7388

•HOMEMAKERS'
Be Morel Wish lo train sharp homemeker to
Interview, rare, and aupsrvtee toy I gttt dsmonstrstors, part ttme July thru December
Excslant in-home income Background of
teaching, business or party plan helpful No
rrveetmenl. Free Iraxxng Cat Penney 734
8172. Alao fwlng demonstrators for your area

Carty Rentals
Summer Rentals at Specssl Rales
Houaea - Rooms - Apartmenta
Apartmenta starting at $180
a month- 2 112 or 3 month leaees

COMPUTER OPERATOR
No experience neceeaary
Cat us today ■ (419) 471-1440
Job Exchange - SmM lee

V* CAMPUS SISTERS
Thanks tor your erne and energy! You made It a
great year'
Love, Suao and Oomeo

'67 Mustang. 289,8 cyt, 73.000 original
moss $2600 firm. VQC, 363-4834. John
WaJHig areas 1 vel Gorgeous Ivory gown
w/catieoral nth I chapel length vel. Size 12
Ongkasty $700. asking 1275 Cal 363-3821

Summer tobe tor AkronOeveland reetoenta
$7.06 etamng rate. Apply after firvakvatart after
finals Ful Wne only 140 poaMona must be
■ed For app'l cal 7650015 11am-5pm

Poamon open for lamal WSI at gkts eummer
camp Black River Ranch Croewel. Mich
(313)879-2506
VATANS IMPORTS AND GIFTS
10* N. MAIN
50% OFF
ORAD GIFTS, JEWELRY
GLASSWARE, POTTERY, ETC.

ELECTRIC GUITAR AND 80 WATT AMPLIFIER
HOME USE ONLY - EXCELLENT CONDITION
CALL RANDY 384-7318 AFTER 9 00 p m

'78 Plymouth Horizon. 4-door. rxstchback, Ex
cond I gaa nwesge. must aal Beet otter, cal
362-4438 momtigs

DEB.
LISA

WANTED

MMMI'
•4 Clv>ca f—tona
(wiin Iia 1
45 AO>«rtnM

FOR
2nd
MEN

Phi Mu Beta Team.
Good Luck to the cart

4v IMMJM
ftt HJontalo
ThtWa**
Kanfl
-,-, MM *"
■* fir.llt". .

SAM B'S HAPPY HOURS- 4 TO Ism
IF YOU ARE 21, WE WILL BE HAPPY
TO SERVE YOUl
SIC SK SWEETIES - THANKS
SPREADING YOUR SUNSHINE TO
STREET. WE ADORE THE SIGN. YOU
ARE --EaaWlV MARVELOUSI"
LOVE, THE 70S CLUB OF CONNtE,
SONIAt

Wanted- 2 I. rmta for 85 88 school yr Rent
raaaorvabla Ctoaa to campus Cal Amy or Unos
M 372-4280

1 FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED 85-88
FRAZEE APT CALL DOTTY 372-3836

RAY StGEL. (Floor Ofrector)
You're help waa very much
aprsactsted on the production, even though
you don'i mink a was" Ray. you're a wad and
crazy guy and I wah you tone of luck and
happtnaaa In Cincinnati.
,
BL.C
Ron "Cowboy" Gunton,
Oxigratuksltone on being aetected the Alpha
Chi Man of me Yew
Your Brothers ol Thela Chi

LORI PAMISK-Thenx for al the special
trnea ws'vs steady aharad! Espsaely at
MargerHavMe » the one partyl Look out
causa I only gats better! I'm so gtad we're
together LOVE t HUGS, Jeff

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
I

To Suzanne.
Sorry l forgot roorraes dayume to corrfess ColncaJencea. do occur.
ThM year's been fun. wekd. crazy I
I'm glad I did it al with you as my roomie
Aa ahvays Nicole
P.S Gat reedy tor next year at
the French House!

ate greetnge lo Crucial DBC lor the Feb 6
Money rrtjute and for bringing Jah music lo
B G. Forward with the rtddkne. from the
Ctf iirnaleo to Cornmemorate Bob Martey

LorlDaanl^orxjratulatlone on your pinning lo Matt I am so
happy tor you - even though your Itse was the
vary eel one lo know" Give him a big Mae lor
me. okay?'
Love ya' Ooeme

A BIG CONGRATULATIONS TO HELAME
GREEK ON HER ALPHA PHt-FIGI LAVAUERING TO SCOTT WHAT A SURPMSEI
LOVE, YOUR ALPHA PHI SISTERS
A BK) Thanka Chet, Pal*.. Trevor and Mtoheea
lor doing such a fantastic Ub In my television
production ol CaatorrM Suite " That tape ■
sure to give me endless Bughe Good luck to
you al In whatever you do"
•
Bart |E Coaat)

FMBPtS - SETA IS COtawtOIII

WA

Abortion, pregnancy lests
student rabje.
CENTER FOR CHOICE
downtown Toledo

TYPING SERVICES
15 yra experience term papers letters,
ipianei. 1-866-2240 Reasonable rataa
Pregnancy Problem'
Free Mala a help.
HeattBaal ol Toledo
1-2419131

FVSS: THE ALPHA DELTS ARE PSYCHED TO
END UP THE YEAR WITH YOU WE CANT
WAIT TO SEE YOU TONIGHT. FOR A PARTY
THAT WSJ. LAST ALL SUMMER LONG.
LOVE, THE SISTERS OF ALPHA OELTA PI

HEY OHIO'S
WHAT TIME IS IT'
TIME TO STUDY?
HARDLY!
IT8 Ts»E FOB BETA 6001

Brands Reeb.
Corigrakjlattont on your Delt lavalering to Greg
Ruff Your Phi Mu sisters love you loo'

SERVICES OFFERED

Ctf 352 2039
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MANAOaTtnOfMARKETINQ
Entry tovei or experienced
Hiring now' CM (419) 471-1440
JOB EXCHANGE - Smal lee
DISC JOCKEY
WB train! CM (419) 471-1440
JOB EXCHANGE - SmM lee
"NEW ENOLANO SROTWRntSTER
CAMPS"{Mess ) Mah-Kee-Nac tor Boys'
Danbee tor Gats Counselor PoaMons tor
Program liiiiittleli Al Land Sports past.
Arta/Thaatre/Dance. Gymnsstct. Rocketry.
Ropea Couree. Al Waterfront AcHvtxM ■
nduolng Swimming. DMng. Smal Craft: pkja
ovemighl camping. Compulers. Videotaping
and more hquke Camps Meh-Kee-Nec
Danbee. 180 Linden Avenue, Glen Pidga. NJ
07028, Phone (201.) 429-8522
Summer babysitter, 3 children, my home 2 1/2
deya week Starling 6,1/86 364-1033
Need rjependobie babysitter, my home. Musi
have own laittixxtsSuii and be able to work'
weekends CM bolero 4. 353 9383

FOR SALE
SAB.BOARO PRODUCTS: Nona. Spartan.
Freedom RAF seta, othera. discounts HI wind
tats. 178 South Brotdalgh Columbus. Ohio
43209
Sanyo- AM/FM Stereo Receiver
Shore- Stereo CailHII Deck- Dctby System
(Auto program aeerch system)
Compact neltluetsej. CM 372-3509 (Bast
Oftot)
rXyvERNMENT HOMES FROM $1
(U Rapat) Also oxtnauant aw property. Cal 1 ■
806-887-8000 Ext OH 9849 tor Irytotrnason
Lofte tor tele $70 or best otter Fm 389
Rrjrjgart, cat Marts at 2-6034
SLEEP CHEAP'
LOFTS FOR SALE $30 AND
DISMANTLE
CALL 372-4208
For Sale itMrtjanstor, runt ttsmfy. cheaper
than ranttvj Kxk 2-4061
S3 Dodge Omni 4-door ratchbeck. sackahirt
excel gas niHtgi, stereo mint cond .
$3900 CM 372-2441, 9-4pm
FOR SALE: FUrwtTIJREI COUCH,
StNGLE BED, ENOTABLE8. SHELVES, FULLLENGTH MIRROR CONTACT JAM*:: 3548427 PRICE NEGOTIABLE

2 bedroom apt lor 2 or 3
atudanta • near campua
2 temeatsr IndMdual Issass
Need remale and Mats students
to IB houaea end apartmenta
Phone 362-7386

SUMMER APTS
2 bedroom, lumlehed,
Air cond.. Laundry leclUlles
Ceble TV I water
Paid by owner
8476.08 TOTAL
352-7112

3 bdrm. house on Lehman Ave. Close to
downtown Cat 382-5828
tMtaptng rooms aval. Fum I unfurn Aval 2nd
lliailllt. NaM t dean Cat Newlove Mgmt
362-5620
THURSTTN APARTMENTS
Ad CCftDfTK»tNG. FULLY CARPETED. CABLEVISION. EFFICIEHCY. LAUNDRY FACKJTtiS. NOW LEAStNQ FOR SUMMER t FALL.
461 THURSTtN AVE 362-5436
SUMMERfFALL RENTALS:
Modem, furasehet, AC apts. Excellent
tocetton. nmaahll rant 1-BR (eummer
enry) and 2 BR (aummar and/or next yssr)
Catm^aat
.
2 bedroom apts
12-4Tuee-SM.

avaaeble

Oats 352-4380,

ROCKLEDGE MANOR
Large 2 bdrm., fum. apt.
dtthwaahar. sxtra storage.
Comer of 8. Cotege S Sixth
CM 352-3841 12-4 or 364-2280
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE

Ad)Bcent campus Nice 2 bdrm fum apt aval
FM 352-7605 - ext 49 Altar 5:30362-3408
VEL-MANOR APTS ACROSS
FROM CAMPUS
1 Renting tor summer 1024 E Wooeter 2, 2
bdrm apts.. AC , SSS/mo
2 920 E. Woottsr Dekixa 2 bdrm. apt for
Fal 8 gkts. Lovely Apt! 362-2866
Two Milrooni
2863

for Summer 362-

Roome tor rent across kom wmornt AvMable
summer and/or next school year. 1/2 from
cemput. Cal 362-1707 eftsr 5 pm
FOR RENT: Apt duplex lor 3 people Lower
dupltx tor 4 psopxl. Pttons 362-0838
Apt. summer rasas tM. phone 352-0428

HOT!

Sex as Entertainment

.COUPON

Yidayr
-Til 16 lean MlMZlM

SPECIAL Any Large 16" One Item Pizza

I

$7 50
Ex. item '1 so.
Chicago Slyto Extra

FREE DELIVERY

Editor's Note:

publication. Rather, it is our responsiThis issue of Friday focuses on the bility to report on them.
A great deal of planning and effort
issue of sex and entertainment, be it
Just for kicks or more serious in went into this special issue. Opinions
and topics covered are not necessarnature.
It is not our intention to support or ily the opinions of the BG News or our
criticize any topics mentioned in this advertisers.

Cover

/

I

One coupon per order

! Voted B#tt Pizza In B.Q.

&us a FREE 2

,i,er

bo"1*

[ESS

of PEPSI with this
coupon. A $10.50 value.
Ask for when ordering.

(&

dtef&°*

352-5166
203 N. Main
Open 4 p.m.

Ckkaa* strfa Im
COUPON EXPIRES S/1S/S5 I

Friday takes an Inside look at sex <n a form of entertainment.
Photo: Liz Alan

On the Air with Dr. Ruth
Friday writer Amy Whiteford talks dirty with America's 1 radio
personality and sex counselor.

'^Ja^L«««V » ■
A

r

Phone Sex

* m

am

The most expensive phone call you'll ever make.

c

ix

mc^ZliiiViix

Dancing tor Dollars
Friday writers Laura Myers and Carl Buergler take In the burlesque
shows, both male and female.

JWEPOFMUSlC

8
Sex, Drugs and Rock and Roll

Mike Lawson discusses the Impact of sex on today's rock music.

.8
Eiriir

FrMlV/TfteBBlHTSllaiazlMAssisiaal Eilttr

Lorry Dean Harris

Morcella Grande

Assistant Dtslinr
Tlm Dehnhofl

Liz Allen

Friday magazine is a weekly publication of The BG News, 106 University Hal, Bowling
Green State University, Bowling Green, Ohio 43403.
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Howard's club H
IV B.C.

2010

THE YEAR WE MAKE CONTACT

ROYSCHEIDEP

IV

tf
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Friday
Saturday

210 N. MAIN

**

NOCOVER

Sunday ft Monday, April 28 ft 29
7:00 ft 9:30 Main Auditorium
FREE w/ 6GSU I.D.
&

Free t-shirts, movie posters and one portable
cassette player given away at each show! ...

>*■

by Amy vrtjNtaqj

-**r-

Birsaka

•waV- *e

Teai
rareeooasaer.
"kh Dr. raOMMr... .Thkk
my problem. I'm a big gar. I'm pretty
macho, yon'* my, tail aanfaava
amtnmbu with the chick* tt any'Yeah. With am gkla. They're all
attracted to me."
"7 just wanted to know It chicks is
chickens or woman."
It used to be that sex wss a topic to
dlacw* wttk pvanta or MOMMOC U
fantasize aboat in the bathroom with
a racy novel or a girlie magazine. Not
anymore.
A attie German
Rath Wsathetoiar baa
that la fad, she's
of

Ask anyone tram ages U to to. Dr.
RMhrtoMahamasBaoaesaaarlcavia
bar radio program or her cahla Mevatoa show ''Good Sax." She haa a
heavy Carman accent, a UgMtehaa
giggle and iniatlil advice aboat
jtetog from vtrgiaaty to aazual
dyafwxrtJen.ThenVyea^therapist
and adjunct associate professor at
New York HoapeUl-Comell Medical
Center aaea axp&dt, bask term, like
peels aad cunallngai to present a
ctoar picture of hamm sexualsy.
Accerduuc to her producer, Susan
BrownTfct'a a Marge part of her
B

—»-i can retoto to Ruth's expliitotherafc,

ba aha to oa the air, she
inUb, antortotoing
saaroa at arfiasaaHni.
to her book aha says, 'People love
to hear ether people's problems. People want a place they can call up to
ask wttJtoat camaaxttog thamsehrea to
a clinic era sex therapist, without
taking the first big step inU the

says If she can prevent one
aaacy, she's eeae her job."
Ruth is
Wnatovaf It la thafDr. R
doteg, she certainly la going aboat it
flat right way. Radio stoutens carrytof
bar program bare boosted their ratings dartaf her 16 p.m. to rneaxteht
time slot. Brown says ana Milwaukee
station's II to 34 female audience has
afMr64aaWd M7 MfCMt. BlVW* aMaUal

Parents, often reluctant to take the
plunge of discussing sex with their
children or hesitant to allow their
youngsters to be exposed to informanon regarding sax, appear to be relieved teat Dr. Ruth has taken the
toMtottoe of tofonntng the American
public about sex. Brawn said.
'They're not upset at aU. R takes
away the awkwardness from them.
an eased of toe
to a aaraaldbv

that the phone lines In the WYNY
studio, from which Dr. Ruth broadcaste, are totally Ht up an hour or
more before the show even airs.
In addition to her broadcast performances, Dr. Ruth will make bar Rim
debut to "A Woman or Two," a
French fOrn currently on location. I«
It, she motors aa aa American phlOa

television or radio
Dr. Ruth U sure to be eatertatofag and aalpfat Bar advice cames
fremavenuowrMbasatruesaneeof
concern far afl sexual beings.
-. .< You be aure to tot roe knew

'T*aafyaoia»yaMeh;Dr. RanV*
^Qc. i .-YOB are wetoespa, Gaod sack:*)
goatf yea."

Looking for love and lust in the classifieds
by Tracer Bafdort
Married womaw. sought by tap
NYC executive tar afternoon or evenlngroeaany. Dascranea aaaarid.
This personal ad which appeared In
Village VoJcernagaxiiu;onluJyM»J
to a far cry from: "Wanted: Two
female rooassastoa aaedad tor 1MB
school year r

aast-ier and mere expUex, the better.
We went censor (thing Let's show
the worid what real swingers
do when
they get naked together!1'
According to "I Found Lave (or at
least lake) hi the Ctossaftoas,'' by
Judith Levtoa to tea May. to* edition
(la
•MtoJa^mng.

standtog woman far my first experi""According to Richard Zeller, aasedate prof moot of sociology, sexual
adverttshM U a viable function In
society. "They (ads) serve as a sexaalo-OotlnaiMBTMSivesocialatructore where others arent available."
For example, the role of preetits-

in a public place, and finally take your
time going to bad with them. riacmg
the ads, said Levine, works better
than answering them because you are
more to control of the attuanon and
you have a bigger selection of respondents.
C^uieaeBaaaett,froahmaao<x«paIwoutoaltrast
«lt
to me bar scene."

II nafnaJsaaaMnnaT BBBaT*enntYS ■'anaaaaV ' aM

sax services waTaTertonog rat • MS
high ss OO.to per line.
To complete the aaetare, many of
these piawafiaai require photogrspbs as is the case with Direct Line
aoSCanne-X-Ion which states: "The

"My First Time: I'm pretty, shapely, warm aad atocara with skin as
smooth ss chocolate ice-cream. I seek
a very aaractlve, sensual, had under-

e«a£»eettol%at^
hard. The aersenaW are safe, as I
as certain precautions are taken. For
example, never Uat your home phone
number or address, screen the caller
over toe shone, arrange the meeting

aad tor many, quite beneficial.
according to Levine.
Tracey Batdarf la a freshman journalism major from Brunswick, Ohio.

Take-home sex: porn big in home entertainment
by Andrew Perles
and Tim Dehnhoff

60/250 noted Phillips adding that he
stocks the adult entertainment in a
seperate room.
''Curiosity Seekers," usually rent
them out for the evening to view them
on a one-time basis, according to
Phillips who said, "College kids are
more likely to rent them man the
general public."

uiiuimiuiiiiiiiiiiii

" / doot promote adult entertainment at my store. It's something 1
don't condone, but it is profitable.
With the growth of pay TV skyrocketing, many unusual services are
being offered to area cable TV subscribers: ESPN, MTV, Cinemax, and
even X-rated movies.
During the day, SelecTV (by satellite dish only) is an innocent and
common satellite system. But after
dark, it turns into a X-rated movie
house, complete with sexually explicit
scenes and every imaginable moan
and groan.
Offerings such as "The Intruders,"
"Naughty Girls," "Body Talk," and
many others are shown nightly after
11 p.m. In "Exposed," for example,
boy picks up girl; boy has explicit
intercourse with girl (4 or 5 times);
boy and girl show and do everything.
Plots are basically non-existent in
these films and a human anatomy
lesson is guaranteed.
According to the March 18, 1965
issue of Newsweek, a typical porno
star makes as much as $1,500 a day
for playing show-and-tell, and the
novice actor makes just $750 every
day.

Rating:

_•

The legalities of adult entertainmet
walk a fine line. The legal age limit is
21, and Phillips does check I.D.'s "if
thev're questionable."
The legal ramifications are laid out
in the case of Miller V. California,
1973, the most recent case dealing
with pornography. The case abandons
a nationwide standard leaving the
responsibility to the "contemporary
communities," the city or neighborhood you reside in.

XXX
•••
ITT*tttttttt

""

"

The reason for the continued production of this "adult" form of entertainment is its popularity. According
to Newsweek, every week Americans
buy an estimated 2 million tickets to
X-rated movies, an annual box office
take of about $500 million.
As X-rated movies intrude in the
households of many Americans, the
controversy builds. Are American
morals falling prey to porno? According to a Newsweek poll, 67 percent of
Americans feel that sexually explicit
magazines, movies and books lead to
a breakdown of public morals... and
the fight for/against porn rages on.

Adult entertainment has spreas to
every Smalltown, USA that can be
listed. Bowling Green is no exception.
Stocking Disney to "Debbie does Dallas," Phillips Television Company,
The "LAPS test" has developed as
1028 N. Main St. in Bowling Green,
a method of testing adult entertainrents an assortment of videos.
Loren Phillips, owner of the store, ment. If the entertainment lacks Litdoesn't condone the adult entertain- eracy, Artistic, Political or Scientific
ment but admits it is lucrative. "IS value, it may be considered adult
percent of our profits are from the entertainment.
adult rentals," says Phillips. His
Andrew Perles is a Junior journastore charges a "flat fee across the
board," $2.50 overnight or S4.50 for lism major from Ashland. Ohio. Tim
three days. The ratio of adult movies Dehnhoff is a senior public relations
to the rest of the rentals is about major from Findlay, Ohio.

■ ■■■■«

PREFERRED PROPERTIES
NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER AND FALL
835 High St. - Rental Office
Located at Cherrywood Health Spa
9:00 4:3
352-9378
■ °
Monday - Friday
HAVEN HOUSE
PIEDMONT-8th & HIGH ST.
BIRCHWOOD PLACE - 650 SIXTH ST.
SMALL BLDGS. - MANVILLE BETWEEN
6th & 7th
707 SIXTH ST.
818 SEVENTH ST.

I
I
I
I
I

All residents will be granted membership to the Health Spa.
A new facility which has been built features the following:

'• . . , I , . 1 H

352-3551

|
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PHI KAPPA TAU
CONGRATULATES ITS
1985 AWARD WINNERS

Special Features

-7—

5.25

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦$♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

Laundry areas in each building
Residents pay only electric
Lots of closet space
bath

• Hydro Spa Whirlpool
• Sun Lamps
• Indoor Heated Pool
• Metos Sauna
• Shower massage
• Complete Exercise Facilities and Equipment
Other Rentals
Houses, Efficiencies; 1 bdrm.
Furnished
& Unfurnished
,

■

Medium 2 Item Pizza
2 Cokes

| Free Delivery

Features:
2 bedroom-carpeted & furnished
Gas heat - gas cooking
(Landlord pays gas)
I 1/2

i

t

Athlete of the Year
Pledge of the Year
Sophomore of the

John Lanson
Brian Bowerman

Year

Kevin Hepner
Jim Johnson
Andy Rose

Junior of the Year
Senior of the Year
Big Little Man of the
Year
Phi Kappa Tau of the
Year
Scholar of the Year

Craig Hoffman
Matt Dlerksheide
Bill Wahl

Achievements outside
of Chapter
Dave Toth
k

♦♦♦♦♦.♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦*♦*♦*♦*♦♦***♦*
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Sex over the phone lines turns big profit
by Kim M. Zitko
and Tim Dehnhoff

Flip through a copy of High Society, a
low dollar pornographic magazine
and, toward the back, the advertisements reach out and Bab you. They
read, "Bridget's Fantasy Hotline, I
bear you've got fantasies! So do I." or
" Suzi's Lust Line. Hi I'm Suzi, I
would love to share my wildest fantasies with you and many more."

" Hey," said the skin magazine
editor, ''You dent think those phonesex ads are placed from a phone booth
7 some creep in a polyester raincoat,
y're placed by agencies. The
Phone sez numbers will connect
..Jit card phone-sex game is big you, not to a provocative, sexy voice,
business. Legitimate, lucrative and but to an operator who will tell you
low profile. They dont like publicity. about the "package deal." Taaha, an
You'll have trouble getting anyone to operator in Memphis, Tenntanc, extalk." (National Review, Feb. 1983.) plained that the $18 membership fee
would entitle us to a magazine subscription of a publication filled with
phone numbers of people in our area,
No one wanted to talk, at least not as many of the 7-10 minute phone calls
■ntil we wanted to part with our Visa as we desired and "100 percent satis•r MasterCard number. Money talks, faction guaranteed or our money
i for a fee of $18 to $25, you can back." This type of verbal communication was *"fl" to a form latter
Ut yoor fMNjtrs do the walking. and read off with as mint anjbu-

siasm, descriptive sentences and
metaphor work as a bad actor.
The notion for setting up the erotic
phone system came from High Society Publisher Gloria Leonard. Her
service is a by-product of the AT&T
government-mandated breakup
which ordered local telephone companies to give up their monopoly on their
sponsored Dial-It services. Twentyone enterprises were picked by lottery, and High Society got a piece of
the New York Telephone action.
Leonard, a farmer night club and
X-rated movie star said in a recent
rime article that, "While the talk
avoids the seven words comedian
George Carlin has said cannot be
uttered on TV, the messages are
nevertheless highly suggestive."
Phone messages are changed three
times daily and it is estimated that
High Society's main phone number

gets 500,000 calls a day at about seven
cents per call. New York Telephone
Eays High Society $10,000 a day and
eeps $25,000 for Itself.
Quite a profitable job. An average
housewife or college student could
make a bundle while getting her
housework or homework done at the
same time. All that's required la a
phone, a listed number and a sexy
voice.
Any hour of the day or night, in
small towns and big cities alike,
phones are being dialed in the hope
that dreams and fantasies will be
answered. Phone sex is an established
electronic vehicle that profits both
partiea on the line, either financially
or sexually.
Kim It. Zitko is a senior magazine
journalism major from WUIowick,
Ohio. Tim Dehnhoffis a senior public
relations major from Findlay, Ohio.

Porno bookstores bring 'em in and bring'em back
by Larry Horris
A veritable candy store for the notso-pure at heart where triple-X marks
the spot and every fantasy is within
reach... if you're an adult.
Bookstores, porn shops, adult entertainment centers: the names may
change, but the song remains the
same.
In a society in which corporations
are struggling for survival and businesses fold every day, the adult
bookstore continues to thrive. And
despite its image as a hangout for
lower-life, perverted old men, the
"bookstore" appears almost a better
investment than AT&T.
The question arises: Who keeps
these dens of iniquity in business?
"White, married, well-dressed
males in the middle and upper
classes," according to Steve Richards, graduate student in sociology.
Richards worked eight weeks as a
clerk in a bookstore as part of bis
thesis research on the phenomenon.
During that time, be observed the
customers, their behavior and their
interests.
"A large percentage of these men
were ages 21-25 and £-40," Richards
said. "The stereotype of the dirty old
man is ridiculous. There's no way you
can go into a shop and buy magazines
at eight to 44 dollars a shot unless you
have money."
According to Richards, an average
12-hour work shift would yield up to as
many as 300 customers. "I'm not sure
what movttates people to go to them,
but there is obviously a strong interest there."
Richards said be views bookstores
as an outlet for sexual relief. "A lot of
people who talk about porno shops
don t have a clear picture of what's
Eoing on inside. Everybody should go
^Jnrttmaft%a9».tyhiaUU.'8.J

Yet only about two percent of the
clientele are women, he said. "They
(bookstores) encourage women to
come into the stores, because they
attract men," be said. "Some come
with men, others alone with shirts
unbuttoned to the waist I have no
doubts that prostitution does exist,
but it's not very common. Actually,
there is more gay interaction than
male-female."
Richards cites the movie booths in
the bookstores as the source of much
of the traffic.
"Over 50 percent of the customers
dont buy anything," he said. "They
just see the movies."
These movie booths, similar to instant photo booths, are usually located in the rear of the store and cater
to an assortment of sexual tastes. To

viewing. Richards said.
An added feature to the booths are
"glory holes," small openings between the booths which are often
installed by the management or cut
by the customers themselves. These
holes allow contact between the customers without any personal involvement
"As a clerk, I had to clean the back
room, and I found those booths with
glory holes were very popular," Richards said.
To keep existing customers, new
movies (or videos) are brought in
periodically by an outside supplier.
The booths are owned and operated
by the outside agency and profits are
snared with bookstore owners.
"It's like vending machines, basically," said "David," a district

Adult btok (tare* aren't jutt maag-omU for dirty old men.
make customers feel less inhibited,
each booth has two different movies:
one with straight male-female interaction, the other with a gay or bond"of^

manager for a film supplier in the
region who asked to remain anonymous.
David got started in the business
about three years ago after being laid
off from his previous "job" for a" year."

He started off building the booths in
the warehouse and eventually worked
up to his current position which is
quite profitable.
"Morally, I'm not ashamed of what
I do," he said. "On the whole, most
people are mature enough to realize
that it's harmless and know that guys
aren't going in there, getting excited
and then leaving and raping women."
According to David, videotapes are
replacing standard porno films, just
as video is assuming the role of film in
other commercial markets.
Richards said there are certain
unwritten rules about bookstore etiquette.
"One, you never talk. Two, there is
no eye contact."
He added that, depending on the
merchandise being perused, behavior
varies.
"A person buying a bondage magazine would wait until no one was in
the store and then practically throw
the magazine at me and insist it be
put into a bag," be said. "They are
very cautious. Others are more casual, some are uptight."
Richards said that despite most
stores' wealth of sexual merchandise,
some subjects are taboo. Child pornography and photographs depicting
bestiality (human sex with animals)
are not available as they are against
the law. Because of the nature of their
business, bookstore owners are cautious about legal offenses, he said.
Staying within the law means staying
open for business.
The Marketing Concept is based on
finding what the public wants and
Sving it to them with the organizan's goals In mind. For adult
bookstores across the country, this
theory is paying off.
Larry Harris, who will die it his
parents find out he's been in an adult
bookstore, is a senior public relations
major from Vemoyne', Ohio:

Stripping down the
subtle differences
-f-

by Loura S. Myers
Burlesque. It used to be just a
spectator sport for men. But today
men are actively participating in burlesque shows - and women are loving
it.
When Fascination, a touring male
dance company based in Cincinnati,
appeared at Streamers in Toledo
Monday night, the all-female audience did not hesitate to show their
appreciation for this relatively new
art form.
Although female burlesque shows
have been around for ages, male
burlesque began to gain popularity
only 10 years ago. According to "Gentle Ben, a Fascination dancer, a man
named "Jeremiah" is known in the
industry as the "father of male stripMale burlesque has grown during
the past 10 years, keeping stride with
the women's movement. The field has
gained in popularity, and surprisingly, in respect.
Although the male dancers are
sometimes called male strippers,
they do not actually strip - not completely anyway. "Danny Lovelace,"
also a member of Fascination, said he
feels that this is the reason for the
difference in reputations between female and male burlesque dancers.
"Stripping is a bunch of guys taking
their clothes ott," ne said. "We're just
a bunch of guys entertaining."
And entertain they do. The members of the company, "Black Stallion," "Beau," "Ben" and
"Lovelace" each dance individually,
moving throughout the crowd. As they
B:ss by tables of swooning women,
ey accept bills which are placed in
their G-strings and give kisses to the
demanding women.
Otherwise reserved women go
crazy at the sight of a nearly-nude
muscular male body. (Okay, so they
were sexy!) But these were not college co-eds lusting after these men. At
least one-half of the audience consisted of middle-aged women out for a
good time.
According to Paula Kern, a 40-ish
mother visiting the United States
from the Netherlands, she and her
family were there "because we like to
look at men." Many other women in
the audience agreed. Yes, appreciation for a good-looking man is universal among women.
Fascination concluded their show
with a group dance, complete with
their guest dancer, "Rick Rocklt."
and their emcee Jason Roberts. By
this time, the women were wild with
lust, liquor and longing. The money,
the kissing and the touching were
widespread as the dancers moved into
the audience again.
While physical contact is common-

place in the male burlesque show, it
was non-existent in the female show
at Ladies in Lace, 3819 Upton Ave. in
Toledo. The audience, consisting of
both men and women, was passive,
content to just sit back and watch the
dancers perform their acts.
According to Steven Oleksa, manager of the club, he has very strict
rules about the conduct of both the
dancers and the crowd. "This is not a
rough club," he said. Gloria Hayes, a
24-year-old dancer at the club agreed.
"There are a lot of rules here, so we
get a lot of respect from the customers," she said.
While the male dancers at Streamers make it a rule not to spend too
much time with members of the audience after a performance, socializing
with the clientelle is a requirement of
the job for the lady burlesque dancers.
"When the girls aren't dancing,
they are expected to sit with the
customers," Oleksa said. "They are
Eiid to sell drinks to the customers."
e said that this is true of most clubs
which feature female burlesque dancers.
Although the dancers aren't allowed to ask for drinks, if a customer
offers to buy them one, they receive a
commission for it, Oleksa said. This is
extremely different from the male
strippers who have no such
agreement with the management.
Most of the female dancers seemed
happy with the agreement and said
they don't feel uncomfortable getting
to know the customers. "If a guy
comes on too strong, we just tell
Steven and he warns the other girls to
stay away from him," said Louise, a
married dancer who had just begun
her fourth night on the job.
While both the male and female
burlesque entertainers do essentially
the same thing - entertain the opposite sex - there are some key differences between the two shows. The
biggest differentiation is with the
interaction between the dancers and
the audience.
While the male dancers thrust their
Klvises into the faces of the women in
; audience, they never get to know
the women on a personal level. On the
other hand, the women are more aloof
on stage, and more intimate off stage.
It's puzzling that it is this mere
difference which allows the men to be
held in such high esteem and for the
women to be considered "sluts." Perhaps both professions need to be reexamined to determine just what the
differences and similarities are. It
may just be that the two professions
are more alike than we think.
Laura S. Myers is a junior public
relations major from Findlay, Ohio,
currently planning a return visit to
Streamers without her reporter's
notepad.

Rick Rocklt, one of the male exotic dancers at Streamers, proves to be an audience /

Takinq it
Off

Photos!
By Liz
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The bare essentials of modern burlesque
by Carl Buergler
Erotic dancing isn't just a woman's
job anymore. Male dancers, a variation on the same theme, are cashing
in, too.
Although there are a number of
clubs in this area which feature female burlesque reviews for the enjoyment of both ladies and men, the
advent of the male burlesque show
has spurned a national entertainment
Surprisingly, however, there are
many differences between the male
and female "strip" shows.
Jason Roberts, master of ceremonies for the Fascination Male Burlesque Show featured last Monday
night at Streamers in Toledo, said the
women who attend male reviews tend
to get a lot crazier than men who go to
see women strip. Roberts also remarked, "the crowds have gotten
older as the years go by. mien I
started, it was mostly just the
younger girls who came.
Indeed, the crowd at Streamers did
seem to contain many women in their
forties or older, but they seemed to be
enjoying the show. A group of women
from Albequerque, New Mexico, in
Toledo for the Women's International
Bowling Conference tournament,
came to check out the show. All but
one of the women, who would only

describe themselves as "over 21,"
had been to see a male burlesque
show before. When asked why, they
all agreed. "We like the males!"
Janice Conti, a woman bowler from
New Jersey, goes to see male burlesque shows every Friday with her
girlfriends and said that some of the
shows get out of hand, adding, "It
should be the woman who gives the
guy the dollar."
Indeed, watching from my perch in
the balcony (men are not allowed
downstairs during the show), a middle-aged woman shoved a bill into the
very small costume of one of the
dancers. "That's my mother," Conti
remarked. "She'll do anything."
Ellen Praul of Temperance, Michiri, said, "The main reason I come is
watch the old womens' reactions.
They go crazy!" Later, however, it
seemed that Praul was enjoying the
show as much as the other women.
A guest dancer with Fascination,
"Rick Rockit," told me, "You could
do this. After your eighth or ninth
time it's not embarrassing at all." Of
course, embarrassment has no place
for men who bounce and shake it for a
living. The regular dancers in the
group do the shows full-time, travelling a circuit throughout Ohio and
parts of Indiana and West Virginia.
The dancers said they hope to use
the exposure and experience as a step

"JUftfa" IM just oaeofmamy women who choose to make a Uvmg by performing.

to a career in acting or dancing. All
the dancers work out regularly and
watch what they eat to keep that tipwinning figure.
There was quite a contrast between
the male and female shows we saw
that night. Unlike male dancers, most
of the women who work as burlesque
dancers work for one club, and there
are other differences.
According to Steve Oleksa, manager of Ladies in Lace, the women
can make as much as a line worker at
Jeep (a Toledo auto plant) during a
good week, and said mat the women
can make more than $20.00 a night in
tips.
In contrast to the all-women audience at the male show, the audience
at Ladies in Lace was composed of
both men and women. Oleksa said the
club has regular customers who come
to the club each week, including several couples.
One of the dancers, declining to give
her name because she will be attending the University in the fall, is workin? at the club for extra money to pay
bills. Her parents and boyfriend don't
know she works as a burlesque show
dancer, either.
"It's not my choice of a career, but
it's OK," she said. "A lot of girls put
their butts in guys' faces and stuff and
get lots of tips. I don't do nothing like

Kobin, who has been dancing at the
club for four months, is working to
"be discovered." She said she hopes
to play bass guitar in a band someday. Robin said the dancing is "OK"
work, but added, "You know, sometimes you get a customer who acts
like 'oh baby, I own you 'cause I
bought you a three dollar drink!' That
sucks! Robin lives with her grandmother, who knows about her work
and, she said, "thinks it's all right."
Another dancer, Gloria Hayes, said
she liked the job because of the pay
and because the rules of the dub
protect the dancers from rowdy customers. Hayes, who has been working
three or four weeks at the club, picks
her own costumes and music, as do all
the other dancers.
Louise, who has only danced at the
club four nights, is just earning extra
money for the summer. Louise is
married, and her husband knows
about her work. She joked, "He
doesn't care. But I don't trust him in a
place like this. I have to be with him."
Overall, both shows were fun. As a
people-watching experience, the male
burlesque show can't be beat. The
women in the audience just cut loose
and enjoy themselves.
Carl Buergler is a junior public
relations major from Akron, Ohio,
who has never been to a strip show
before in his life.
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Rock music getting hotter and heavier in the 80s
dream-coine-tnie. His full-frontal,
sexual assault into the world of popular music has caused quite
a fervor.
Such songs as "Head,1' "Let's Pretend We're Married" and "Darling
Nikki" are somewhat straightforward in (pornographic) content and
topic. However, one must dig a little
deeper to find the subtle innuendos to
a particular erogenous zone common
to those of the female gender in
"Little Red Corvette."
Most recently, under the pseudonym "Alexander Nevermind,''Prince
has penned the highly controversial
"Sugar Walls" for performer Sheena
Easton. The lyrics proposition the
listener to "Come spend the night

by Mike Lawson
Elvis Presley started the controversy; Jim Morrison took it to extremes and Frank Zappa was
notorious for the perversion of it all.
Now, Prince sings of its laurels; Madonna prides herself on it; and Eurythmics have been banned on the
airwaves for singing about its dark
side. What is this topic that so many
performers have encountered in music today? SEX.
Sex has taken a new venue in music
today - one that tends to be boldly
explicit in nature. "His Royal Badness," Prince, is a censor's worst

inside my sugar walls." Hmm. So
much for adult contemporary, eh
Sheena?
Masturbation seems to be a topic of
overkill in music recently. Cyndi
Lauper takes her stand on masturbation with covert references on "She
Bop." The song reveals, "They say I
better get a cnaperone/ Because I
can't stop messin' with the danger
zone." From the male perspective,
Billy Joel sings of the topic in his
classic "Captain Jack/' and David
Lee "Just A Gigolo" Roth has also
described this behavior in the pseudonarrative break in Van Halen's "Panama."
Sex has also taken off in "bimbo-

Porn watchers become dissatisfied

(AP) - Watching too many X-rated
movies and videotapes can cause
people to become dissatisfied with
their sexual partners' physical appearance ana bedroom techniques,
two pornography researchers say.
"Massively exposed individuals
held marriage and the family in diminished regard," Jennings Bryant
of the University of Houston and Dolf
Zillmann of Indiana University concluded after a five-year study.
They say the finding is based on
tests in which some subjects were
shown 36 non-violent, non-coercive

"soft-core" porn Dims over a six- lower in terms of physical appearweek period while other people were ance, sexual behavior and "desire to
shown 38 "innocuous" films.
explore novel sexual practices."
The test subjects viewing the porn
The researchers said, however, that
movies rated their satisfaction with
their partners at 3.88 on a scale in "No ill effects on general happiness
which zero represented no satisfac- and satisfaction nor on professional
tion and 10 meant extreme satisfac- satisfaction were observed" among
the group that watched the X-rated
tion.
films.
The people not shown the X-rated
"However, those who were heavy
movies had a satisfaction score of viewers of pornography reported sub5.47, according to the researchers.
stantial dissatisfaction with their own
The researchers said the pom sexual situation and with their sexual
watchers also rated their partners partner," Bryant and Zillmann said.
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rock" - that music where female
singers squeak and squeal their way
through a detailed account of sexual
gratification. This music often typifies these females as "dizzy broads."
(No disrespect intended. Please, no
feminist letters.) Madonna is riding
the top of the heap at the present time
with such songs as "Like A Virgin"
and "Material Girt." What can I say?
If the shoe fits, wear it.
Of course, sex has dominated music
through the years in its most common
form - romp *n' roll. Perhaps, one of
the first performers to set precedence
in this area was Meatloaf. His hilarious sexual encounter detailed within
a metaphorical baseball game in
"Paradise (By the Dashboard
Lights)" provided the punch to many
a party and some of the most suggestive material to music at that time.
However, the Tubes took the cake in
this category with their satirical look
at sexual oral fixation in "Tip of My
Tongue." In a hilarious play on
words, one line reads, "Never been to
cunning/ I'm no linguist."
In closing, I realize that there are
worse offenders of sex in music than
those mentioned. However, this
writer refuses to be enticed in to some
kind of "Larry Flynt Dilemma."
Mike Lawson is a Junior business
administration major from Marion,
Ohio in search of the quintessential
closing paragraph.
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Shortly attar a baautrlul young
woman faaa m tovs wtth a tan*
man- wrrtar har aiufty huaband ra
murdsrad PO'
8:30
0 MR. BELVEDERE Tha h.da
brmg homa a bag lady aa pan ol
thaa concarlad atari • to provtda
rood and doomg for tha homa
lass Q
0 WALL STREET WEEK

HOWARD'S^
210 I. MAIN

10 COVER
LIVE
ENTERTAINMENT
nufHorfr
itmnrt't"

Guaat Fradanc Graanbarg. vwa
praaKlani. Goldman. Saoha 8 Co
8:00
0 COOENAME FOXFIRE A
Mata Han-ska aaaaaaa. namad tha
■lack Orchid haa baan twad to
murdar La Towna
0 BENSON Sanaon'a pama to
hava Kiaua bacoma hai asacutr-rs
aaaiatant ara toulad up whan a
nabtxah wrth poatcal dout ••
haadnatoad IR)Q
0 DOCTOR WHO
EMPN)
U8FL
FOOTBALL
Mamplwa Showboata at Oanvar
Gold
8:30
0OPP THE RACK Ab-uaoua
loudmouth and raa lata buaa<aaa
pannar'a widow bacoma tha ra■Ktant co-ownara ol a naarly bankrupt Loa AngaMa garmant company mig
10:00
0 NATIONAL / JOURNAL
0 MIAMI VICE Ooctati and
Tubbi anaot tha aon (Mrtchal
lichiaoiiatnl ol an >ita>na»onal
ouaiiai magnata (Paul Roabang)
and try to uaa han to aapoaa hra
lathar'a rtarcotca actrvmaa IR)
0 ME 8 MOM Zana ■• • -a
nappad ouratg tha couraa of an a>
vaatigat-m a>to a tMghfy profitabla
'Htaotapa paating oparation CJ
0 TV AUCTION (CONT'D)
(TMC) MOVIE **
Moonrurmara" (197ft) Jamaa Mrtehum.
Kari Marim Habaty boys and a
runaway gal raoa cops and mob
atara to da*v«r moonarnna PG
10:30
0000 COUPLE
11 KM
00000 NEWS
0 WKRP IN CINCINNATI
11:26
0 GOOD ROCKIN TONITE
1 Tarty David MuVagan prasantt vtdaoa by Pha Cofcna Don Hamay.
UNravoa. Omn Hsnman and Gary
0
11:30
iTAXI
STAR TREK
TONrOHT Hoat
Johnny
Carson Schadulad Sammy Daws
Jr JoBath Wafcama
ABC NEWS NIGHTLINE
SAN FORD AND SON
LATENrOHT AMERICA
Schadulad author David Yaaop
I "In God's Nama "). Monav maganna wit a*
Rob a'I Runda
dweuaaaa buymg and aaftng a
homa

IliM
0 OOOO ROCKIN TONITE
II Tvry Dtvid MiAgm pminli
vitfra by Th« Cm*. G**r* Ff«v.
Th» CanvnodorM. ►»• StWKjn
Madonns. Tam Uwn. Mv Jori;
•n Mtarvww wiin Man tttrmm of
low toy
12:30
ftTAflTDIK
F«IO*Y NPOMT VIOeOS
VRJMO by Oaryl Hal fj John OaMa
1 "Somo Thnga Aia Bauar Lah
VrmmS'l. Wfhaxil I l«wyir>ng
SIM Wania'). M«fe
Jagga*
("Lucay ai Lova") Bruoa Sprnga
taan ("I'rn on Fat")
■Ml
Utn.
FOOTiALl
Mamplaa Showboala at Danwar
Gold 111
1:00
« JIMMY SWAGGAWT
MOV* »•» Coma SODMmbar" 119411 Rook Hudaon
Gna LotobrnKla
1:10
■ MOVC *• Tha Gorgon
11MB) Chnalophar Lao. Paw
Coalxg
2:00
O MOVIE *•'-! Wad Woman M970I Hugh OoVNJn. Anna
FfanoMI
■ NEWS

11:68
0 ROCK WAKE Tha fast
nock Wars aam,-hna*a compatit«n among Catgary. Vancouvar
and Vctona
12:00
0 MOVIE **
Dr Prabaa
Rataa Agam'' 11972) Vtncant
Pnca. Robon Quarry.
SBJ/LOBO
THREE STOOGES
EBPNISPORTSCENTER

7:30
■ RHODA

■ UNCLE SEN

■ THANtWORMERS
O DETROIT THIS WEEK

• 00
■ BISKITTS
■ AORI COUNTRY
■ SNORKS
■ SUPERFRICNOS: LEOENOARY SUPER POWERS

4:00
O MOVIE ** 1
MuaUa
Baach Rartv'' (19841 Fraraua
Ayaton. Annotta luraeallo
(ESMI) RKA FULL CONTACT
KARATE RoD Saaaiar .. Chanton Voung m a haavynaarght MMI
achadulad tor 10 roonda from
longvonrr Taaaa 111
(TMO MOVIE ** , "Foaaa
11980) Jodd Foatar. Satfy Kaaarman
SATUROAY

■ DUNGEONS AND DRAGONS
O MOVIE **", ThaCoame
Fnnoaaa'' 119761 Marbn Landau.
Barbara Baai
■ GREAT SPACE COASTER
■ TURBO TEEN
■ LORNE GREENE'S NEW
WILDERNESS
■ EDUCATIONAL COMPUTING PROFILE

3:1>
O MOVK » * * Tha Gatdan
Of Allah'
119361 Mariana
Oonrich. Chartaa Bovar

2:M

MORfWtO

6:30
■ NAT PATROL
■SFW COU.E0E lAMSAU
Lounana Stala at Miiaiampi
•aMMI

6:00
■ PATCHES ANO POCKITS
C SUU.W1NKLE / DUDLEY
OORIGHT
ITMCI MOVTC **»',
Ol.
nomal I196S) Gordon MacRaa.
SrarlavJonaa
S:X>
■ NORTH COAST MAGAZINE
B JACKSON FIVE
S:4S
■ FARM REPORT
7:00

11:80
Q 0 PRYOR'S PLACE
QCXJRONATrONSTREFT
A MR T
0LITTLESQ
0
MOVIE
***
OWar
Tanat' (19331 Ooka Moora k
vangpchal
0 JOY OF PAINTING
AFTHI)rsO0N

•:30
Q OET ALONO GANG
O SESAME STREET
S KID-A-LITTLES
■ PINK PANTHER AND
SONS
■ SUPERFRIENOS: LEGENDARY SUPER POWERS
SHOW
■ MOTOR WEEK
CSPNI SPORTSOENTER
fTMCI MOVIE *•* Baaa Ara
Fangatg'* 119601 Judy HoUoy
OaanMartn

■ NEWS
aSM SPORTSCEhTTlai

Ma
(TMO MOVTC * N
B.«»J Ma
Tha Hood 01 AUtado Garaa'
II9T4I Warran Oalaa &g Vowng

« MOTOR WEEK
SQUARE FOOT OAR
DENINO
(TMC) MOVaE **** Haa
(19791 John Savaga Traff Wttkama

SHOW
■ VICTORY OAROEN

t:00
O
•
JIM
HENSON'S
MUPPET BASKS
SSMURFS
MIGHTY ORBOT5
Q3 SESAME STREET Q
■ WILD KINGDOM
■ COMPUTER
CHRONICLES
CSPNI
BUSINESS
TIMES
MANAGEMENT REPORT Up
lo data buamaaa mformabon tor
managara awJudYtg atratagy a>
•uaa tachnology. and a ravatw of
Wat Stroat actnnt«a

§'J

11:48
(TMO MOVIE * * Tha Song
Hanwhna Tha Sama" (1S76)
Baaadon thaa- 1973 concan tour.
a tapsatry of tha rot* group. Lad
Zappatn. wowan wrth par aortal at
homa convaraattona.
gampaai
bacfeitaga and lantaay aaouancas
"PG*

■B U.S. FARM REPORT
S FANTASTIC FUN FESTIVAL
■ ROMPER ROOM

• :30

10:00
O ■ SUOS SUNNY /
ROAD RUNNER
I DRAGON'S LAIR
ANCIENT LIVES
■ MOVIE **V4
Tha Trua
Story Of Jaaaa Jamaa' OB67I
Robart Wagnar. Hopo Langa
S NEW TECH TIMES
IESFHI
USFL
FOOTBALL
Mamphu Shoarboata at Oanvar
GofdlRI
10:30
■ ALVTN AND THE CHIPMUNKS
■ SCOOBY-DOO MYSTER-

jsc;
■ PET ACTION LINE
11:00
■ ■ CSS STORYBREAK
"Zucchini '
Ammatad
Bob
Kaaahan narralaa tha tola of a
■■■■!—a croMura that aacapaa
from hja no caga andambarhaon
aroola
I CORONATION STREET
KIOD VIDEO
SCARY SCOOBY FUNNIES

I!

12:00
0 MOVIE ##'i
Somaona
Ai Tha Top Ol Tt>a Sta-i 11973)
Donna Mam Judy Cama
8 WHAT8 NEW? (R)
BOOS BUNNY / ROAO
RUNNER
0 SPIOER-MAN ANO HIS
AMAZING FRIENDS
0 ABC WEEKEND
Tha
Ghost 01 Thomas Ksmpa'
Twafva yai-otd Jamai Hamaon
IShana Satufko) stumbhw upon a
ooiika containtng tha grvoai of
Thomas Kampa. a l7th-cantury
aorcarar arho doss strangs Irangs
arnsn tha youth rafuaai to (oaoar
hai matrudnna (Part I of 2> (Bl
0 MOVIE **Vt
Tanan
Goaa To kvAa
11962) Jock
Mahonay Mark Dana
0 QUILTING
12:30
SMR MICROCHIP (R)
LA VERNE 8 SHIRLEY
0 IN CPE DtBLE HULK
0
AMERICAN
BANO
STAND
0 VICTORY OAROEN A ,.»,i
to rha Eastar ahou> at Boston *
Gvdanar Muaaum. a progress R>
pori from tha Victory Gardan
South
1:00
Q TENNIS
0 STAR TREK
0 BASEBALL Naur York YarAaaa at Chicago VVhrta So.
0 TV AUCTION A b*d-by
phona aatravagarus Mwjra anything and avarythmg aral ba ax
oonad to tha highuat Oddar
0 FRUGAL GOURMET Jatt
Srmth ssfTimari a turkay and prapsras othar turkay drshss
ESPN) TENNIS WCT Atlsnts
ChsmpBonahtjM aanwhnal match
as. kvs from Atlanta
(TMO MOVIE ** Man Of La
Mancha
(19721 Polar OTookj
SoprsaiLoran
1:90
Q DATELINE: ONTARIO
m VIDEO GAME
0 MOVIE **
Iriuaaaon Of
Tha Star Craaturaa (19631 9ob
Ba* Frank* Ray.
0 JUSTIN WILSON S LOUISIANA COOKIN' PraparatBon
of cosarda au «tn bakad backbona
and tunups >" a bag. and bakad
onaans a la Jaanrana.
2:00
0 0 AUTO RACING Intar
national Fiaca Of Charnc-on*
IJROC). from Daytona Baach Fta
NORTHLAND
AUTO RACING
TV AUCTION (CONT'D)

Come In And Pick Up Your
"It's Spring and
Love Is In the Air"

PREFERRED CUSTOMER CARD
(everyone is eligible)

Send your loved
one a special
Spring Bouquet
6 Balloons and a Mug of
Hershey's Kisses— just $18

Smiths

The Balloon Man
Call Us Today 352-6061

■ • tterte jet.>*.'•■:' *n /tiititttMmitiimmtmuiMi

352-1508

168-174 S. Main St
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2:10
«W«J3 WORLD
MIRE'S
TO
YOUR
HEALTH Ddomaon of M 0V
aaaina Mimi>. mdu*og an up
dMt on wtoar ■—<■ W pta
yanbon.
1:00
O
SPORTSWEEKEND
SehacUa* H»l and woman .
COM country runrang cnamrMon-

tm

■ AMATEUR EOXINO u S
da. Vygoaiav-. from Sara-vc
• MOV* »• 'Una Go
Manx" HMD W Oarynna
V.araa. S. Cdm)

• AuaiM errv

UMTI

I ■ CSS NEWS
THIS WEEK IN PARLIAMENT
■ NATIONAL ALCOHOLISM TEST Ouaationa rtaatgnad
to datormato tyhathat • pataon
haa ■ dunking program ara anatadad by racovaring Mcohohca
mducang Roy Scnotoar and lalty
Ford
■ AT THE MOVIES Schad
uaad: Hog* Ebon and Gona Sa*al
tainayr' Sock and Calif.a
S MATINEE AT THE II
JOU Faawad: lad-a C-eva E.
cmmanf (H33I atamng Norman Foaur Etralyyi Knapp and
Era: Lmdan. a 1136 ahart caaad
"NPMM Paa-ar At Rajy": a
ItJI aartaoa.
Tha Plnuaamai ■
max
amIO—la XHlPai

MO
B • E / R Umnoaito Harokt Snowy wooa Of. Sheridan.
Shamfaaja hral yrdd vd'ta tha
amarpancy loom IR)
■ OIMME A SREAK Saaamg
reyanga bocauaa Nod -won I1*1
hat go on a oaad oompooj aa*
Somomna «a»a Joaypappaa
aent lot Ke> ■ ohoreh ohoa W

(ESPN! SPORTSCENTER
11:01
(TUCI MOVIE • • ino w.i
(197i) Otona Roaa. Michael Jeohaon A fruatrated achooneechor <a
wreaked oaf to a magcel land
where aha ic-na a ecdrecroav. a tat
woodeman and a ■
aaarch of a legendary wuard G

aa. from Atlanta (HI
CTMCI MOVIE * * Man 01 La
Handle'' 111721 Paw 0'TaoM.
SophaiLotan

J Dafton. Earl Thomaa Contey
Bd Andaraon and Margo Smith ai

MO

taeaa
■ THE UVINO PLANET: A
PORTRAIT OF THE EARTH
IWRESTLINO
TONY SHOWN'S JOURNAL
ESPHI
BUSINESS
TIMES
MANAOEMENT REPORT Up
to data bnamaaa adormetion tor
managan. axhrdng eeotegy. ■awaa. hamnofrkgy. and a ravraor el
I IR]

O MUNDO REAL
■9PNI PKA FULL CONTACT
KARATE l» I

MO
8 FOR OUR TIME!
PATCHES AND POCKITS
*WTTH THIS RINO
SLACK PORUM

11:11
BNEWS

11:20
■ ASC NEWS p
11:10
■ MOVIE ette Tha Dome*.
Pnnigde 111771 Gana HI
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Bring in this coupon for p

20%
off
°
Hoivut-, Perm*, and
AAok«hipi|» Dtjmonstrotions
(expires May 3)
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332-41Q1!

Come S&AU Our
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wood. M-dkoy G-Wy. Ji>dv Garland,
tha
toothbrush.
McDo«**d i tha laby ftuah candy

Mr,
0 S

MO
CRAZY UU A POX

Harry ■nvaattgataa ttv» poaarbly
po»yajarnouo actrwtNa of hia goddatpghtw i •yoortvto-oa but «v
ataad « lad atto a caaa ■nwehana
ona of San Ffanoaco'a niaWinii
famAaa («)
■ TONIGHT SHOW COMEDIANS Stand-* rourjnoa by
Jean Rcvwt M Cooby. Stava
Martin. Rodnay Dangarhald.
Gaor^t Carta. and othar corntca
■a faatwad. (Rl
0 9 MASTERPIECE THEATRE
Al For Lowa" Altar a
atrangar m caught ataaang agga
horn tha Kang lamr>y. ha bacomaa
ttwar raapactad hvad hand Q

MO
OJJ MOVIE EnAar (Prannaral
Carl VVoddtara. Joaaph 10110010.
A votaran cop and h« young pertnar baoowa ambrotUd w\ a rmaow
caaa mvafwng Iha ghttary world ol
muatc vtdaoa and adult f-vni Q
69 WP**HINOTON REPORT
10:0O
0
ALMANACK
raatur-d
Kant Stata 16 yaars laaw. a proOa Of Congraaaman Jamaa Tr elicant a tab wth paronta who
oMd >M rocovarad through "Tha
krUatng CMdrao Natworh "
0 TRAPPER JOHN. M.O.
Trappar't a--wrfa parauodaa han
toaccapt Thar aon aa an avtarn at
San Frmoaco MamorM afiar raa
caajnooua bahawor 'aaUii m hN
raiacaon trom anotttar noaprtal •
■MS. SO
. 0 SCENE OF THE CRIME to

Mwroar on Via Hap Snae

a At-

noaa *av IMaMPa Phdeje) •
murdered after parang hp hoaWi
apa up for aak>. In "Ooad

(NEWS
CHILDREN
OUTOFTHV*

RUNNING

KM
(THCI MOVIE ** n ' MaUvg
Tha Orada" II9P4I Judd NaWon

OJ MYST1RYI Tha AiK-jnturaa Of Sharloca Hoinvao
Hotmaa and WBT»O« b*orfk, am
brodad m a Chnatmaa Day oapar
aMhang a pncrtaaa |awal atoam
from a cc*unraaa and raddan aivda
foaap
ITS YOUR SUSINESS
8TUDE BAKER:
LIM
THAN
THEY
PROMISED
Wattw Jaeobaon iwstM IV1
nartataa thta kx* at tha impact of
tha StudaMkar plant doa-*g m
1063 n tarma of rta aflacta on
oorporaia laadan. ampto-jaaa and
tha communrty o* South Sand tnaWS
10: SO
09 KENNETH COPELAND
1l:0O
(•••NEWS
NATIONAL (Tha Nation •
Suaaiaaa wdHotoar.lQ
• THE ULTIMATE CHALLENOE - RUNNING PIKES
PEAK Tha moat booV-wraJung
UNra-MararJwn' •> tha world.
PSaa Pfttlt. catmraa tha agony,
amooonal tagha. and moMat*ona
of tha rurtnara who ongaga ai ttaa
phyawal laot Hoatad by 0»ymp«
dacathton gold mJaMl Sob
Matr-aa
• MONTY PYTHONS PLYINO CIRCUS
CSPN) SPORTSCf NTER

tlilB
ONCWSFINAL

11:20
• ASCNEWSC;

into
• AT THE MOVIES Schadi«ad Rogr E Dart and Gana SMAal
rawaw "Sbcfc* and "Cat'a €ya."
■ MOVIE **
Z-g Zag
(ISM) Gaorga Nadar. Sytvia
Lawranoa. Tamporarav bftndad try
a gun acodant. a proh,aa.onal
huntar hnda turn twH chargad wfh
murdar
• ENTERTWNMENT THIS
WEEK Faaturad: Char dacuaaaa
har rota a. "Ma*
©PORMYPEOPU
fTMO MOVIE ** "Word To
Mold
(1964) R"* Spnnghald.
Janat Eabar A rock n 'OH atar
taba to a cMd paychotogw and ra
datarn-nad to wat har (ova PG

o

naa

at llfESTYLES OP
RICH ANO PAMOOS

THE

12:O0
0 ENTERTAINMENT THIS
WEEK Featured Char (Mcuaaee
her role - "Ma* "
OMOVW •* "Sam* Depth"
119741 Praneaaca Anf-a. Papa*
Alan
O 700 CLUS Schpdalad eu
ihor John Noa'a aaorpta (o raoh
pctaaaamont: hpa on treai.og ra■a«W TENNIS WCI Allanu
Chpnayonplapa. Anal match. Pom
Allan la INI
I2:M
0 TAKING ADVANTAGE
1O0
. O TAKING ADVANTAGE

OanaOajan

MO
tHAWAii mao
CHK.DREN
RUNNING
OUT Of TIME
24)0
• WALL STREET JOURNAL REPORT
MUM SrORTSCENTER

MO

■
COS
NIOHTWATCH

NEWS

J:00
MPKI USPI. FOOTBALL Ar,
rona Outlawa M Oakland Irrvadpa

n

(TMCI MOVIE ••• 1
Car,
Pador
I1P69I Patar Fonda
4:40
(TPK) MOVK PP« love Me
0. Lamp Ma I1MU Dona Dor
JpnvHCpgnav
MONDAY
APM.2S. ISSS

etarmg. up PouMa IP)
B HANOIN IN «~ • ahnaad
at dip proapact of hoapng • counaohnf ahow on tha rpdaa. but
M*e end Wobbler And Map potthonal arorUopd at Iha Camre too
muchioharyaa (Pig
■ MOVIE HI.
Adam
I1PI3I Darvpl J Trpaanb. JoPath
naught paranta Uka atapa 10 my
aura paaaaga of lap>alBt.on that
would ha» paranta of ottiar cMdrao who ha«a varaahad 8111a
on ■ trua ttory IP) Q
• MOVIE **a>v>
Apacarypaa Now" 116791 Marton bran
do. Maw Shoan An ntwhganca
agant ambaraa on a mm. on up
nvar tnto tha Vwtnamaaa M>e*> "•
And and IU6 a ranagafla AWOL
Army ofhcar who haa foaad al
prowoua attampw « ho captwra

MQ

• ALL CREATURES GREAT
AND SMALL II
• BOXING Grag Paga va Tony
Tubba and Jamaa Broad va Tan
bouti. from Buffalo. NY
• DON'T EAT THE PICTURES: SESAME STREET
AT THE METROPOLITAN
MUSEUM OP ART Bog Bad
tan Muaaum of Art at Now York

ng
OoOO
«IBINEWS
100.000 NAME THAT
TUNE
B
MACNEL / LEHRER
NEWrSHOUR
IDIPP'RENT STROKES
AOAM SMITH-8 MONEY
WORLD Guoata: Warran Btpffati
civa-iman
EarfcraMra Hathaway,
pnvata awvatora -Bhn M Tampta
ton and Robart Waaon
(ESPN) SPORT3LCOK
6:30
■ • CBS NEWS
■ NBC NEWS
• ASC NEWS Q
O HAPPY OAYS AGAIN
• BUSINESS REPORT
CSPNI SPORT8CENTER
7:00
• • ENTERTAINMENT
TONIGHT tntarwaw with Laa
i SHELLEY
WHEEL OP FORTUNE
DUKES Of MAZZARO
SUSINESS REPORT
M*A*S*H
MACNEL /
LEHRER
NEVVSHOUR
CSPN) USPL FOOTSikJJ. Or
lando Ranagadaa at Now Jvaay
Ganarala
7:30
• P.M. MAGAZINE A Rua
■ion lova atory. a noatalgK took at
30 yaart of tha Ford Tttundarbad

• VENTURE
• FAMILY HUD
■ TAXI
• WILD, WXD WORLD OF
ANIMALS
• THREE'S COMPANY

MO

(TMCI MOVIE **H
"Tha
Gcadan SaaT 119831 Stava Raaaback. Parvafopa Mdtod A (ogandary go-dan aaal appiari off tha
AJaut-*" Wanda, bacon-ng tha
owwy of hirtara itnW a brava boy
tprtda and protacta tha rara mammal PG
S:S0
O DANGER SAY Whan tha
PpObara raacuo a nvar ottar rhot
haa baan ahot by poochara. thay
And ttwmaalvaa nvohajd w\ Iha
captura of tha parar-da IR) Q

MO
• • KATE S ALL* To
avoid paying a huga rant a.craaaa.
Kata and AIM work at convaxjng
tha lanrJady that thay'ra raaby
orwhwtwy (Rl
8 HOUSE CALLS
AMERICAN
PLAYHOUSE
Braaklaat WMh Laa
And Baaa" Dock Van Oyfco. Oo»a
Laachman and Shaun Caaaady itar
a- that cornady about a radto taB
ahow broadcaat bom a coupta o
Raw York apartmant tn tha aarly
i960* g
• THE SAILOR S RETURN
Baaad on rha rxrvat By Dawd G*
non. thai vagK lova atory about a
Brruah aaa captam who mamaa an
African prtncoaa and tpfmga har
homa to Na vtbaga atara Tom Bad
and Iwganan actraaa Shopa Shodaavta (Ritj

MQ
• • NIVVHART 0»ck ra o*aturbad whan Larry bacomaa
Staphanw • aiator md propoaaa
10 Itar. IRI
O REACH FOR THE TOP

HMO
• fl CAONEY B LACE Y
Chrta and Mary Bath wttnaaa fvathand tha namy gomga-on m tha
gvmant buaataaa whan an anaaon thraat raaulta at araon (Rl
• NATIONAL / JOURNAL

• • SCARECROW AND
MRS. KING S#y « nabuctod to
find out who ■ Matung top-aacrat
■^grnabon to anamy aganto and
to locna a aouHe agont who _ • MISSING..

352-8459

■m

P

liuiirrlumsr

lO.SO
• • WRITERS WRITING
WaaNngton Poat raportar CourtLand M*oy praparao o otory about
a aanaa ol awctwna and e
amaang faa maaanal and adcfcng
dataaa Q
lljOO

(••••NEWS
WE-0. WtLD WORLD OF
tWKRP IN CINCINNATI
A GREAT AMERICAN
HOTEL A no at L Ermnaga. a
Bovarty HRa hoM mat booata
tap^voKh raataxana ctuakty art
and roof top mua«al partom■rvcaa at tunoott
(ESPN) INSIDE BASEBALL
11:36
O HAWAII FIVE-O
11:30
ITAXI
SIMON St SoMON Tha
Sayiona coma to tha wl of a
waafthy Houaton aooaata aaarchatg to the man who laft hw
tiamkng at tha abw IRI
• BEST OF CARSON Hoat
Johnny Caraon Guaott Manana
HarOay. Ale* Noel B* Johnoon

N

• ASC NEWS NiGHTLINE
From Mo Cra Math Crty. Vwtnam
a look al how tha maair powera
have ahdiad tmce the lei of
Saigon • decade ago
• • LATENIGHT AMERICA Scfwduted
audw Jamaa
North I freedom
Piamg I
dnKuaaaa aparthoK)
• SANFORD AND SON
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER
11:40
(TMCI MOVIE ****
Ro«
WWdow 0 9MI Jamaa Stawa-t
GraoaKety A photographer con
food to laa apartmant. ap-ea on
to* rpaighbora uamg batocutara and
bafcamaa ha haa wninaaaad a mwdar PG

WiOO
•
STREETS
OF
SAN
FRANCISCO
SSJ/LOSO
I LLAUREL ANO HARDY
(ESPN) USPL POOTBALL Or
lando Ranegadea at New Jareey

n

12:3B
O CARRY ON LAUGHING
12:30
• LATE NIGHT WITH DAVID LETTERMAN
12:40
• MCMUAN b WIPE A
powerful Puoineei magnate pree
auraa Mae to find tha murderer of
hat aton nawrywad daughter IP)

n-ESDAY
ANKLM. 1BSS

BOO
(••NEWS
S 100.000 FtAME THAT
TUNE
• MACNEL /
LEHRER
NEWSHOUR
XDIPP'RENT STROKES
MOO AND REEL
■SPN) TRIATHLON (R)
B30
• •CSS NEWS
• NSC NEWS
fAKNfWig
■ HAPPY DAYS AGAIN
• SUSINESS REPORT
(ESPN)
WORLD
CLASS
WOMEN (Rl
7:O0
• • ENTERTAINMENT
TONIGHT Inkerwaw wroti lace
ll"
coaura Sroofca Attowa.
Phoebe Catee and Oeboreh Rafhn
{SEEING IT OUR WAY
WHEEL OP FORTUNE
DUKES OF HAZZARD
BUSINESS REPORT
M*A*8*H
MACNEIL
/ LEHRER
N€WSHOUR
KSPN) SPORTSCENTER
7:SO
• P.M. MAGAZINE A be
hetd-tha acanaa look at a 1BBS
Thttndtvbad Spaoal edmon. •>
cturkng a chanca to wn tNa car
S GEORGE B MILDRED
FAMILY FEUD
TAXI
WILD. WE.D WORLD OF
ANIMALS
O THREES COMPANY
KSPNI JUUUS
ER VINO'S
SPORTS FOCUS

MO
• • LUC* ARNAZ SHOW
Lany Love m conwncod to try raa
kick aa a aonpwritor Jalacfwdran
turn rha apartmant atto a pretend
camparta whaa thee mother n out
of town g
O NHL HOCKEY Drraon F^
nal (Starting oma tantatrval
• A-TEAM The team Mtemptt
to atop a oookad uraon boaa irom
auccaaang with raa ptoi to force
a family-run logging operation out
of Puawaai (Rig
• ASC COMEDY SPECIAL
Joanna" A raaokrla woman (Catdy irnaRamal hmpw employment ao
manager of a trucking company
ahortty after mowng to Now York
0 • NOVA A bahatd-th»
acanaa look at NASA 1 woman
aatronaut* tbatunng attarvtawt
wrth Saty Rids Kathryn Subvan
and Judrth Rearxk (R| g
© MOVK **wH
My Fa•orite Year''
(1982) Patar
O Toote Jaiwca rtopor. An Mcoftoac ai-mahnaa idol haa trouble coping wrth the preaeuret of a
eve TV performance during is-tv.
ea»» golden age
CSPNI DIVING US Indoor
Charr««naf»tDa. men • and woman a 10-maaar ptetform hneM
from luecatooaa Ala (Rl
(TMO MOVIE *** v. Okie
homal 116651 Gordon MacRaa

Hairways
(formerly Romns)

1011 SUpttl SI OowUnfl GtPPtl OH 43402

WE'RE MOVING!

Friendship
Bouquets
PHONE
■ $3.50
353-1045 ^sh & Carry
428 E. VVooster

SEEN THIS PERSON? Oowd
and Mwatt* Saatar Banav hoat
thai documaniarv ra-craotrng tha
raal Ma caaaa of r-na iraiaaio chddran and adtAa Sopharptcatad
rrwthoda Of aaarrt-ng to mioarng
paraona and altota to pra»ant ab
ajoon ol otowantTy arhool oM<fran ww ba ■ddrnna Q
ESPN) NPL DRAFT: WHO
W*L BE CWOSEN?
fTMO MOVIE ** Waakand
Paaa I1HUI D W Brown. Pato
1. t our aodora tax Araahi rarang ai San Owgo
naval to LOO Ange*»a for tun and

|j

to 115 Railroad St. between
Dorsey's and Sterlings on May 1

HUGE SALE!
30% - 50% OFF!
SALE IS OVER SUNDAY
HURRY IN TO GET
THE BEST SELECTION
USED TAJNKS AT LOVV.
' '- LOW PRICES

"HERE FOR ALL
YOUR HAIR NEEDS"
D1ANN
SHERRY
DONNA
teiea.
woosier
1616
E. Wooster

DEBBIE
JUDY
BEV
-She's new
«-« A-enm

•>. RADIUM PLAZA ^2-2107

12

man/Mr* tt. 11

Startay Jonee Adaptation of tha
Rodgara end Hunwitw Broad-ey M eOout a covrboy the 9H
Its lovee and the a>niater tared
hind **»o aiea to coma between
ihem G

MO
O 0 jtmiwoNi w.ih
Heaan and Lourae out of to*n (or
tha «M>md. George and Tom
devtee ■ ptart M Ml ■ world •
'•cord Q
■ THREE! A CROWD Jack
and W*y >••*• thee 'omantjc
weekend ei Acepulco interrupted
by a eurpnee announcamont from
ha> father (R) g
• 00
O 9 MOVIE **
loving
Couplaa
(IBM) Shrlav MacLara. Jamaa Coburn * marnad
couple and a pa* of young eeigtee
iwitcri partnara m a gama of kfa»iv*» eampkng and romenfx '•
venge
0 P.IPT1DE Na* laarna thai
aomo rnamfMra of fee cad hrghachooi fooibaa laam ara aivolved
m a drug-runnmg buemeea unda>
attack by *• mob. IB)
ffi
WHO'S
THE
BOGS'
Tony'a apur-of-ihe momant dev
ner *Mh Angola 4 cornpfcceted by
tha arm* of har bovfnend mi Q
tl 0 mONTLINE Thej eurwey
of Amanca'l ervohrernent to modem MI focueea on US prepereton far meeeive SoveM confkct aa
eral aa perncapetion <n amafl con
fhcta m ramota parta of tha world
mduckng W*trajm. Taharan and
Granada Q
• 30
ffi HAIL TO THE CHIEF Okver
■a baaig nuraad to haalth by a
pretty epy: tha aacurtty advuor t
hancaa a prom may reojuaa poat
ponamant of tha atretag* arma
take Q
10:00
QD
REMINGTON
STEELE
Ova* Laura'a objact-y*. Staala it
convinced by hrs formar mantor
lEham Zanbefcat ^ I that ha
ahoutd poaa aa a long-loai eon
and hae to a rrn«irna>on-doaer
•atata (Rl
ffi MACGP.UDEP. fc LOUD
An maiparuncad ofhcar hampara
Malcolm * effort a to fmd tha
armad robbara who vrounded
Jenny during a chaaa. Q
® AUSTIN CITY LIMITS
Don Wefcame / Waal Teaae
Songwriters Spacial
Don Wehama parforma aoma of lua claewca and i* ro>ned by Teaae amgara
and aongwTitara Butch Hancock
Townee Van Zamjt Janm* Gemora and Davd Heeey
SNEWS
JEAN
SHEPHERD'S
AMERICA An aiptoration of tha
bfestyta of tha waatthy
(ESPN) RINGSIDE REVIEW

atara ara taaturad
11:00
(• BBS NEWS
NATIONAL / JOURNAL
M WB.O. WU.D WORLD Of
ANIMALS
WKRP IN CINCINNATI

Sc

ON THE LINE
11:90

STAXI
FALL GUY A bag man with
a aaa at •dantity tuna to Coft for
heej) whan ha wnnaaaaa a murdar

huaband ■> Fabnouth. England a
hrgh achool eaaaa itacovar paranthoodai an ' agg'aparanam "
Q ROSIN'S NffjT
■ FAMILY FEUD

BSARA

■ TAXI
m WILD. WILD WORLD OF
ANIMALS
© THREE'S COMPANY
(ESPN) INSIOE
THE
PGA
TOUR

N
ffi SEST Of CARSON Hoat
Johnny Carton Guaatt Ann Mar
oral. Katy Momarth Sua Ranay
IR)
tASC NEWS NIGHTLINE
0 LATENrOHT AMERICA Schadufad: Manly" LeeRner.
formar mayor of Tanee Baach.
Mo . and tha Ra« H Karl Rako on
haiardou* weaie. Ray Mancaa
raacuaeea faa bowng caraar and
tha TV movia about raa afa
© SANFORD AND SON
IESPN) SPORTSCENTSR
12:00
0
STREETS
Of
SAN
FRANCISCO
§NEWS
BJ/LOSO
LAUREL AND HAROY
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK (R)
CTMO MOVIE **^ "•Sa-ato
Shrft (19841 GoMo Mown Kurt
RuaaaB
12:25
O HAWAII f IVE-O
WEDNESDAY

•:O0
) B DOUBLE DARE
TMf fIFTH ESTATE t«
MaaViQ raporta on tha dubtoua
•vanit bahmd a Vancouvar-katad
goM mma whoaa atock p*ica flue
luatad wadfy on tha marital
B HIGHWAY TO HEAVEN
Jonathan and Mark maka an aftort to apart a romanca baiwaan
a Traoughbrad bamar'a daughtar
(Hafan Hunt) and tha ton (John
Hammond) of a cfaaa conawnwa
man (Pan 1 of 2) Q
B ANYTHING
FOR
A
LAUGH Chpa from TV ahowa a>
ckKfcrvg ' Tha Gong Show." "Tha
Nawrywad Gama
and "Tha
11 98 Baauty Show taatura ac
tora who wara juat bagavang that
cataara Chuck Barm hoata Q
B St
DISCOVER:
THE
WORLD OF SCIENCE Faa
turad atactromc impiantt to a.d
tha daaf Mouni Saait Haaan rav»anad: a now flight nmoUtor baby

8'

UB Q
B
MOVIE
**
Braakari
B'aakari
.:'"') Chuck Noma
Gaorga Mu>a..c* A CB-onantad
iru«»«r-»«•!• ••part aaarchaa <or
rut mtaamg younger brothar in a
town rtaad by corrupt ofhriaat
(ESPN) FISHIN' HOLE (R)
8:30
(ESPN) FISHING: MARK SO
SIN'S SALT WATER JOURNAL (R)

9:00
6:O0
8(DID NEWS
S 100.000 NAME THAT
TUNE
ffi MACNEIL
/ LEHRER
NEWSHOUR
SOIFFRENT STROKES
COOKING MEXICAN
(ESPN)FISHIN HOLE
6:30
OS CBS NEWS
<D NBC NEWS
B ABC NEWS g
W HAPPY DAYS AGAIN
ffi BUSINESS REPORT
(ESPH) SPORTSLOOK
7:00
O
ID
ENTERTAINMENT
TONKJHT Intarvww wth John
Jamat
Q NEVER THE TWAIN
m WHEEL Of FORTUNE
ffi DUKES OF HAZZARD
ffi BUSINESS REPORT
© M*A"S*H
Q MACNEIL
/ LEHRER
NEWSHOUft
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER
fTMO MOVIE **H
Pohca
Acadamy 11984) Stava Guttao-

10:30
SOOD COUPLE
THE SRORTING LIFE A
profee of Wath-ngton Redekma
right tackle Gaorga Start*
barg Kan Cattra* Whan forcad
1ESPNI NFL
DRAFT:
THE
to compfy with an opan adrraaPICKS OF THE PROS
tiont pokey, a pokca acadamy
ITMC)
JAMES
CAGNEY: .
copaa with a motlay craw ol m^THAT
YANKEE
DOODLE
tut R
OANDY Fem chpa from twa mi7:30
pr tame etrJutfcng
Ragtime
O P.M. MAGAZINE Cathy
rughkghi a look at tha ale of
Brugatt ■ advanturaa <n tha Pil
Jamaa Cagnay; aitennewa with
gnm.
axtucang Cathy and har
tha actor, hat coaeoguee and co-

0 (D MOVIE Tha Haart Of A
Champron Tha Ray Mancaii Story (Ptamaxal Robart Blafca Doug
McKaon. Tha atory of formar
lightwainht boung champ Ray
Boom Boom" Mancah whoaa
natural atxaty at tha nng waa m
tanarhad by faa aapaauona to fol
low m hn fethar'a (ootatapa
S WAYNE AND SHUSTER
FACTS Of LIFE *n Eaat
land alumna, now a 'amoua author mtannawi Mra Garratt and
tha gali tor har lataat book Q
B
MISS
HOLLYWOOO.
19BB Gana Katy 4 maatar of
caramoraaa for tfaa talani compatition in which 25 woman compata lor tha t.tle of Miat Hoaywood g
B B COMPLEAT GILBERT
ANO SULLIVAN Tha P«atat
01 Panranca Karth Mchal and
Patar Allan atar m thia atory of p>rataa baautrful maulana and a
way major-ganarai C?
KSPN) DIVING US
indoor
CnampaonahaM man ■ and woman* 3 malar apnngboard hnah
from Tuacafooaa Ala
(TMCI MOVIE * * W "Endangered Spec*. (1982) Robart l>•ch JoBath WaVama A New York
City detective hafpa a Wyoming
aharrff atvaabgata a apate of lc.«l
cattle muiaatnna R
9:30
O CAROL BURNETT ANO
FRIENDS

GOLD MEDAL MONDAY

B ST- ELSEWHERE Aue
^Nandar makaa a lough deoeron
duraig dea nuraoa' tti*e Ehrkch
aotoa • tr««y oporabon. Manm t
aaauaty aaaaurtad agaa> IR)
©NEWS
IISPN) PKA FULL CONTACT
KARATE
U S
Light
M^ddarwarghl bda bout, horn
Baaumont Tee
10:S0
B OOO COUPLE
lljQO

SO BBS

NEWS

WB-O. WXD WORLD Of
ANIMALS
iWKRP IN ONCINNATI
JACKIE GLEASON
(TMC) MOVIE ***
Eacapa
From New York
(1B8D Kurt
Ruaaal. DonaM Pawaanea
m
1BBT. a hardened criminal t oflarad a pardon rl he can raacua
tha preerdent of tha US from
Manhattan now a prreon oty R
11:28
Q HAWAII FIVE-0
11:90
STAXI
MAGNUM. P.I. A 13-year
old basketball whu hafpa Magnum
ted har 'otter parente' pocketpKiiog team (R)
B BEST Of CARSON Hoat
Johnny Carton Guaatt Suranne
Ptaehalte M<haa> Oewt Ed Bag
lav> (R>
B A8C NEWS NtGHTLINE
C0 B LATENIGHT AMERICA Sehaduted author Bel Ian
dreth (Out of tha Inner Cecte I
on computer aocurity
© SANFORD AND SON
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER
12*00
O
STREETS
OF
SAN
FRANCISCO
SBJ/LOBJO
LAUREL AND HARDY
(ESPN)
JULIUS
ERVINGS
SPORTS FOCUS (R)
12:28
O HAWAII FIVE-O
12:30
B LATE NIGHT WITH DAVID LETTERMAN
(ESPN) FISHING
12:40
B MOVIE ***
And Vour
Name la Jonah'
I1B7BI Sally
Struthore. Jamaa Wooda
12:48
ITMC) MOVIE **** Haa
(1979) John Savage Treat Waken*
1:00
Q HAWAII FIVE-O
ffi JIMMY SWAGGART
© MOVIE **'i
innocent
Byetartdara
119731 Stanley
Baker GeralrAneChapfcn
(ESPN) FISHIN' HOLE <R)
1:30
B NEWS
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK (R)
2:00
a
CSS
NEWS
NIGHTWATCH
B NEWS
(ESPN) INSIOE
THE PGA
TOUR'Rt
2:30
NEWS
CSS

MAV 2.1888
C*evie*

itaa' v 0-

f SB NEWS
8IOO.OOO NAME THAT
TUNE
B MACNEK.
/ LEHRER
I^WSHOUR
{DIFFRENT STROKES
A GREAT AMERICAN
HOTEL A look at I Ermiege a
Bavarty Halt hotel that boaata
lop notch reetaurente. guaaty an
and roof-top muarcaf perform
anoaa at awnaat
(ESPN) FISHING Arthur Smith
Kmgtwh. Wehoo and Ocaplan
Tournamant (R)
8:30
B B CBS NEWS
B NBC NSW8
B ABC NCWSQ
B HAPPY DAYS AGAIN
S BUBINEB8 REPORT
BTSPN) KENTUCKY DERBY
DAY
(TMC) MOVIE *#* A MaF
tumrnar Night 1 Saa Comedy'
(1982) Woody Allen Mai Farrow
The aummar heat and country aa
provoke a aareM of hurnoroua romanta: ancountari among three
couplaa apandng a weekend at an
mvanior'a rural raaraat PG
7:00
Q B ENTERTAINMENT
TONIGHT Interview with M.
cheelJ Foe
Q KEEP IT IN THE FAMILY
B WHEEL Of FORTUNE
ffi DUKES OF HAZZARO
© BUSINESS REPORT
©M"A-S'H
B MACNEIL
/ LEHRER
NEWSHOUR
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER
7:30
O P.M. MAGAZINE Dan
Coughim on tha gama of lecroete
a mail to an old taatora: England
pub
B NHL HOCKEY Dme>on Rnal (Starting time tentettval
I FAMILY FEUD
TAXI
B WILD. WILD WORLD Of
ANIMALS
©THREE'S COMPANY
(ESPN) SPEEDWEEK
8:00
O B MAGNUM. P.I. Magnum guaationa hat own aanity
when ha bacomaa convinced that
rat hand Mac. tided at an eiplotam yeara oarkar. 't etnre and
welting tha ttraatl of Honolulu
(Rl
* COSBY SHOW
STREET HAWK I Sara* Relume) Jette compatee with a
beautiful and aiteetgent mauranca
agent when they mveet>geie a
hcraa twrtchaig acharne Q
B VICTORY GARDEN Bob
Thornton offare more ta» on
tpring gardening, (ha luty opera
iMmaf Victory Garden Waat re vtf
.ted
© MOVIE ## V»
Hang Em
High
(196B1 Cant Eaat wood
Inger Stavana A man braaja
rhoao who trad to lynch hart 10
pflBBa

ATTENTION

^

THE BULLPEN

DiBenedetto's Sub-Me-Quick

is buying & selling baseball and

PASTA PLAHER

football cards, album's, sheets,

Dibenedetto's own delicious homemade spaghetti sauce on rotini noodles with toasted garlic
bread

etc. Come and see us for your

$1.99 with coupon
4 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Good thra 4/29/85

:

No Delivery oa tali Special

B CONNCCTfONS: AN ALTERNATE
VI8W
OF
CHANGE The Trigger Effect'
Jamaa Burke raechee back 7.000
»aara to Egypt and aha mvaniajn
of the plough 10 duaaati tha baaK inggar" of heHoncel change

TMMDAV

10:00
0 NATIONAL / JOURNAL

needs.
THE BULLPEN
1021 Revere Dr. & W. Poe Rd.
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
Phone (419) 352^)276
Gary
OHN 12-a Mondoy Saturday

(Rig
■9PN1
SUPERBOUTS
Of
THE '70S Muhammad Afe vt
Kan Norton Sept
70 at New
York (R)
mid MOV* #**
War
Gamea 119831 Matthew Brodar
•ck Oobney Cotaman A tun igt
computer whu inadvertently gamt
accaaa to the Pentagon' 1 atratagK: computer tyttem and naarty
bagma World War III PG' Q
8:30
I FAMILY TUB

I'

I SNEAK PREVIEWS Nad
Gabtar and Jeffrey Lyona rewarw
Gymkata ' and ' 'Private Raaort

MO
B a SIMON B SIMON A J
and Rck go undercover at a poah
French raateurent to ivaat-gaie
tha murdar of a gourmet (cod cm
fc (Rl
B CHEERS Carta hatchaa a
tan ttyied plot for revenge
ageaiei har tarmar lagh-echooi
prmcoai whan ha yieite Cheara.
ffi EYE TO EYE Oacar and T-e
cy ara lead mto a confrontation
with the FBI whan they hafp a
taan-agar dracovar whether or not
he wee adopted Q
B THE LIVING PLANCT: A
PORTRAIT OF THE EARTH
A aurvey of unuaual aaa oeaturea
aicluckng the decoy hah leafy aee
dragon and narwrhet. aa we" aa a
look at the ahark m both myth and
lact g
fD MYSTERY! The Woman ki
Wh.ia Baaed on W*a Cofkna
novaf Hauntad by a myateroue
lajura m white a man take* up hat
new dutiea.ee art maatar for a
femey caught up t deceit greed
and betray* (Part 1 olStQ
(ESPN) TOP RANK BOXING
Tommy Cordova v*. Gaorga Ne
varro m a faotharvnaght bout
acheduled for 10 'Ounde hva from
Atlanta; City N J
9:30
a NIGHT COURT Kerry and
company coma to tha e«d of tha*
Rutaam mend Vafcev when he
eaafce hafp at getting hat brother
poMicel aayhrm
10:00
O a KNOTS LANDING
Greg n ordered to gal Gary out ol
tha Empee VaBay operation Ruth
engaveere a plan 10 drffute Mart *
awjuaaa atio the Gatveeton buainaaa g
a MILL STREET BLUES An
ettrective women
>mpl<atet
LaRua m tha murder of har hueband: WaeNngton raa^na whan a
rook* who fedowad ha advaca a
dramraaad tha food at a new Indian reeteurani providaa a eurprree
IR)
ffi 20/ 20 Q
B CAPITOL JOURNAL
O NEWS
B NEW WORLD VISIONS
Prof Vatcani ScuUy tracee 260
yeara of Amancan an. featuring a
tour of tha Mat rope* ten Mueeum
of Art 1 near Amancan weig
(TMC) MOVIE ** '1
Thaavee
Attar Dark' (IBB4I Veroraoua

JaraaM. Bobby OOcco. Two
unanajfoyed ttreet rnuaaaana ca
ry out aaanaarjf petty thaftt and
unwithngry become ■nplicaied at
en apparent murder
10 30
B NATIONAL / JOURNAL
B
JEAN
BHEPHERD 8
AMERICA The humorat vane
the Okefanokaa Swamp
B OOO COUPLE
11:O0
IBBBNEWB
WILD. WILD WORLD Of
ANIMAL8
SWKRP IN CINCINNATI
JACK* GLEASON
11:30
B TAXI

QNEWS
B NIGHT MEAT
B BEBT.Of CARSON Hoat
Johnny Carton
Guaatt
David
Shanbarg. Roeefcnd Chao
Ed
Krupp. Mighty Carton An Ffayart

n

(ABC NEWS NIOHTLINe
B LATENIGHT AMERICA Scheduled femmeher and TV
roumaaai Don Nonh paychomarapat and author Or Par re Marnan 1 "Thar* God 11 a Monday )
1 on tha haurda of aucoaaa
© SANFORD ANO SON
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER
11:48
(TMC)
MOVIE *>•'*
The
Earthang' (1980) William Hoi
dan. Ricky Schroder A world
traveler eaachae a young orphan
the waye of eurvtvaf at tha Auatraaan wadernaae PG
12:00
O
STREETS
OF
SAN
FRANCISCO
8 HAWAII FIVE-O
BJ/LOBO
© LAUREL AND HAROY
(ESPN) PKA FULL CONTACT
KARATE
U S.
Lighi
Middleweight title bout, from
Baaumont Tetee (Rl
12:30
B LATE NIOHT WITH DAVID LETTERMAN
12:40
B MOVIE •#*
Parole
(1982) Jamaa Neughion. Lon
Car dree
100
S HAWAII FIVE-O
JIMMY SWAGGART
MOVIE **H
Enton
Purvar
(1984) Robert Water
Burlrvee
1:30
a NEWS
KSPN) FITNESS MAGAZINE
Hoata Tom and Nancy Saavar
(Rl
(TMC) MOVIE ** The Song
Remaane The Same (1976)
2:O0
a
CBS
NEWS
NIGHTWATCH
a NEWS
(ESPN) SPEEDWEEK |R)
Uovaj Ratstaa

. . . ***n
VarvGaod
Good
reotaad

***
** Vt
**

Fad
PtNt

* W
*

^few Dimensions in
Financial Technology

*?^$&
LOCATIONS:
BOWLING GREEN
100 S. MAIN ST.
1096 N. MAIN ST.
327 S MAIN ST.

EIMDLAY
418 S. MAIN ST.
1660 TIFFIN

CAREY
„ *£*££.„ E. FRONT ST
S CENTER ST.
119 E. FINDLAY

